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Abstract—Extreme valuation and volatility of cryptocurrencies
require investors to diversify often which demands secure ex-
change protocols. A cross-chain swap protocol allows distrusting
parties to securely exchange their assets. However, the current
models and protocols assume predefined user preferences for
acceptable outcomes. This paper presents a generalized model
of swaps that allows each party to specify its preferences on
the subsets of its incoming and outgoing assets. It shows that
the existing swap protocols are not necessarily a strong Nash
equilibrium in this model. It characterizes the class of swap
graphs that have protocols that are safe, live and a strong Nash
equilibrium, and presents such a protocol for this class. Further,
it shows that deciding whether a swap is in this class is NP-
hard through a reduction from 3SAT, and further is ΣP

2 -complete
through a reduction from ∃∀DNF.

I. INTRODUCTION

The multitude and volatility of cryptocurrencies force in-
vestors to diversify and frequenty trade their holdings. However,
these currencies are hosted by distinct distributed blockchains
and trading across blockchains is not atomic by default. This has
led to the development of cross-chain swap protocols [19], [8],
[10], [18], [13], [34] that allow distrusting parties to securely
exchange their assets. Application of such swap protocols is
not limited to trading digital currencies — they can be used for
trading any type of digital assets (NFTs, for example), or even
for trading physical objects by safely trasferring ownership
documentation.

In a pioneering work, Herlihy [19] formalizes a cross-chain
swap as a directed graph where vertices represent parties, and
arcs represent assets to be exchanged. An execution of a swap
graph is represented as the subset of arcs that are triggered in
that execution. The outcome for each party is captured in five
predefined classes: DEAL, NODEAL, DISCOUNT, FREERIDE,
and UNDERWATER. The classes DEAL and NODEAL represent
outcomes for a party where respectively, all and none of
the arcs of that party are triggered. The class DISCOUNT
represents outcomes where some of the outgoing arcs are
not triggered, and FREERIDE represents outcomes where at
least one incoming but no outgoing arc is triggered. Outcomes
in all these classes are considered acceptable by each party.
The class UNDERWATER captures all unacceptable outcomes,
namely outcomes where at least one outgoing arc is triggered
but not all incoming arcs are. Given this model of outcomes,
Herlihy presented a protocol based on hashed time-locks and
proved it to be atomic, meaning that it satisfies the conditions
of liveness, safety and strong Nash equilibrium.
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In practice, as noted in the original proposal [19], some
parties may find it advantageous to exchange only some of
their outgoing assets for only some of their incoming assets.
As an example, suppose that Alina has a white shirt and white
pants and she joins the swap hoping to trade for a black shirt
and black pants. Coincidentally, Bohdan has exactly these items
and joins the swap looking for the reverse trade. However, both
of them would actually prefer to retain one white article of
clothing and one black article of clothing, if possible. Thus,
it would be preferable for both parties to, say, only swap the
shirts or only swap the pants, although it is also acceptable to
swap both. Such scenarios are not captured by the model in
[19], because the outcomes with just one item swapped are in
the class UNDERWATER.

This leads to the natural question, left open in [19]: is there
a more general swap model that allows each party to specify
its personal preferences over all possible swap outcomes, and,
at the same time, admits an atomic protocol.

Addressing this question, this paper introduces a general
model of cross-chain swaps that we call swap systems. In a
swap system, as in [19], the set of prearranged asset transfers
is represented by a directed graph. Unlike in [19], however, in
our model each party can specify its own preferences between
all its possible outcomes (that is, between sets consisting of
its incoming and outgoing arcs). These preferences can be
arbitrary, as long as they form a poset and satisfy natural
monotonicity conditions. This generality allows us to capture
not only subjectivity of preferences, but also dependencies
between assets. The example above (about trading clothing
items) illustrates such a dependency: for the purpose of trading,
Alina values her pair of items higher than the sum of their
individual values. Such dependencies often arise in practice
when a party intends to trade multiple assets — in fact, common
investment strategies are guided by objectives (diversification,
for example) that inherently involve asset dependencies.

As it turns out, Herlihy’s protocol is not necessarily atomic
in all swap systems, although it still satisfies the conditions of
liveness, safety, and weak Nash equilibrium. We then present
a characterization of swap systems that admit atomic protocols.
The correctness proof of this characterization embodies such a
protocol. We then focus on the problem of verifying whether
a given swap systems has an atomic protocol. To this end, we
provide a full characterization of the time complexity of this
problem and show that it’s computationally infeasible, by a
novel proof of completeness in the complexity class ΣP

2 . As a
stepping stone to this full characterization, we also include an
easier proof of NP-hardness.



The paper is organized as follows.
• In section II we introduce our model of swap systems,

including the definitions of atomic protocols in this model.
• In section III we show that our model is indeed a

generalization of Herlihy’s model.
• The full characterization of swap systems that admit

atomic protocols is given in section IV.
• The decision problem of testing whether a swap systems

admits an atomic protocol is studied in section V and
section VI, first proving NP-hardness and then refining
the proof to show ΣP

2 -completeness.
For readers interested in the practical impact of our work,

the overall take-out message from this paper is this: (i) Even if
some parties wish to specify outcome preferences not captured
by the model in [19], it still may be possible to realize the swap
with a protocol that is atomic and efficient. (ii) The challenge is
that in order to determine whether it is possible, and to actually
specify this protocol, one needs to solve a computationally
infeasible decision problem. Naturally, for small number of
parties this can still be done in practice – say by exhaustive
search.

II. SWAP SYSTEMS

As discussed in the introduction, Herlihy’s model [19]
for cross-chain swaps assumed that the rational behavior of
participating parties is determined by preferences between five
types of outcomes: DEAL, NODEAL, DISCOUNT, FREERIDE,
and UNDERWATER. These preferences were assumed to be
shared by all parties, and can be interpreted as a simple partial
order on all possible outcomes. Some of these preferences
are natural; for example, in DISCOUNT a party receives all
incoming assets without trading all outgoing assets, making it
preferable to DEAL. But, as explained in the introduction, in
practice a party may consider some outcomes designated as
UNDERWATER in [19] to be acceptable, or even preferable to
DEAL. As another example, suppose that Alina possesses items
A and B that she values at $10 and $12, and Bohdan possesses
items X and Y that Alina values at $11 and $14. Providing
that Alina’s preferences are based only on the monetary value,
she would accept to join the swap that allows her to swap
both A and B for Bohdan’s X and Y, but she would be even
happier if she ends up swapping only A for Y instead. Similarly,
there is no justification for the outcomes in FREERIDE to be
incomparable to DEAL or DISCOUNT.

To represent such individual preferences, we now refine
Herlihy’s model by allowing each party to specify a partial
order on all her possible outcomes of a protocol. Our model
is very general in that (unlike in the example above) a
party’s preferences are not determined by numerical values
of individual assets, but rather involve comparing directly
whole sets of traded and acquired assets. The advantage of this
approach is that it captures dependencies between assets, when
a party values a set of assets higher or lower than the sum of
their individual values. As an example, say that Alina owns a
power drill and a shovel, while Bohdan is in possession of a
pair of skis. Alina would not swap any of her items for any

single ski, but she may be happy to swap both of her items for
the pair. On the other hand, if, instead of skis, Bohdan needs
to get rid of two skateboards, Alina may prefer to swap any
of her items for one skateboard rather than swapping both for
two skateboards.

Swap Systems. A swap system is specified by a pair S =
(D,P) consisting of a digraph D that represents the pre-
arranged asset transfers and a collection P of posets that
specifies the preferences of each involved party among all of
its potential outcomes. Next, we give a formal definition of
these two components of S .

Digraph D = (V,A) is called a swap digraph. Each vertex
v ∈ V represents a party that participates in the swap, and
each arc (u, v) ∈ A represents an asset that is to be transferred
from party u to party v. By Ainv and Aoutv we will denote the
sets of vertex v’s incoming and outgoing arcs, respectively.
If (x, v) ∈ Ainv then x is called an in-neighbor of v, and if
(v, x) ∈ Aoutv then x is called an out-neighbor of v. Throughout
the paper we assume that D does not have multiple arcs1. We
also assume that D is weakly connected (otherwise a swap
can be arranged for each connected component separately).
To exclude some degenerate scenarios, we also assume that
|V | ≥ 2 and that Ainv 6= ∅ and Aoutv 6= ∅ for each v ∈ V .

An outcome of a party v ∈ V is a pair ω = 〈ωin |ωout〉,
where ωin ⊆ Ainv and ωout ⊆ Aoutv . An outcome represents the
sets of acquired and traded assets, ωin and ωout respectively.
The set of all possible outcomes of v will be denoted Ωv . To
reduce clutter, instead of arcs, in 〈ωin |ωout〉 we will often list
only the corresponding in-neighbors and out-neighbors of v;
for example, instead of 〈{(x, v), (y, v)} | {v, z}〉 we will write
〈x, y | z〉.

The collection P = {Pv}v∈V consists of preference posets.
The preference poset of a party v ∈ V is Pv = (Ωv,�v), where
�v is a partial order on Ωv . We will write ω ≺v ω′ if ω �v ω′
and ω 6= ω′. This poset naturally represents v’s evaluation of its
potential outcomes; that is, relation ω �v ω′ holds if v views
outcome ω′ to be better than outcome ω. The outcome where
v does not participate in any transfer is NODEALv = 〈∅ |∅〉
and the outcome where all of v’s transfers are realized is
DEALv = 〈Ainv |Aoutv 〉. Each preference poset Pv is assumed
to have the following properties:
(p.1) DEAL is better than NODEAL: NODEALv ≺v DEALv.
Naturally, each party prefers swapping all assets over being
completely excluded, as otherwise it would not even join the
swap system.
(p.2) Inclusive Monotonicity: (ωin1 ⊆ ωin2 ∧ ωout2 ⊆ ωout1 )⇒
ω1 �v ω2, for every two outcomes ω1, ω2 ∈ Ωv . That is, it’s
better to receive more assets and to trade fewer assets2.

The preference pairs ω1 ≺v ω2 that are determined by rules
(p.1) and (p.2) above will be called generic. The size of the
preference poset may be exponentially large with respect to

1This assumption is only for convenience – our model and results trivially
extend to multi-digraphs, although this requires more cumbersome notation
and terminology.
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the size of the swap digraph D, but it is not necessary for a
party to specify generic preferences as they are implied from
the above rules. Therefore, throughout the paper, we assume
that Pv is specified by its generator set, which is a subset of
its non-generic preference pairs that, together with the generic
pairs and transitivity, generate the whole poset. A generator
set of a poset may not be unique. We use this convention in
our examples and running time bounds. (This does not affect
our hardness results — they hold even if the preference poset
of each party is specified by listing all preference pairs.)

An outcome ω ∈ Ωv is called acceptable if ω � NODEALv .
The set of acceptable outcomes of a node v will be denoted
Av3.

Throughout the paper, we will often omit subscript v in these
notations (and others as well) if v is implicit in the context or
irrelevant. On the other hand, if any ambiguity may arise, we
will sometimes add a superscript to some notations specifying
the digraph under consideration; for example we will write
DEALDv to specify that outcome DEALDv is with respect to
digraph D.

Protocols. Given a swap system S = (D,P), a swap protocol
P for S specifies actions of each party over time, in particular
it determines how assets change hands. Initially, an asset
represented by an arc (u, v) ∈ A is in the possession of u, and,
when P completes, this asset must be in possession of either
u or v. If (u, v) ends up in the possession of v, we will say
that the arc (u, v) has been triggered. The outcome of v after
executing P is 〈ωin |ωout〉, where ωin and ωout are the sets
of incoming and outgoing arcs of v that are triggered in this
execution. In particular, we write P(v) for the outcome of v
in an execution of protocol P in which all parties follow P. If
some party (possibly v itself) deviates from P, we assume that
v’s outcome is also finalized when P completes, but it may be
different from P(v).

A protocol may use appropriate cryptographic primitives. In
particular, following [19], we assume the availability of smart
contracts. A smart contract for an arc a = (u, v) allows u to
put asset a in an escrow secured with a suitable collection
of hashed time-locks: each such time-lock is specified by a
pair (h, τ), where h = H(s) is a hashed value of a secret s
and τ is a time-out value. In order to unlock this time-lock,
v (and only v) must provide the value of s before time τ .
If all time-locks of (u, v) are unlocked, v can claim a. This
automatically triggers arc (u, v). If any time-lock times out, a
is automatically returned to u. We describe a more elaborate
hashed time-lock in the next section.

Properties. For a swap protocol to be useful, it must guarantee
that if all parties follow it then every party ends in an outcome
at least as favorable as trading all their outgoing for all their

3This definition can be relaxed to allow some outcomes incomparable
to NODEAL be acceptable. In this extended model, the set Av of accept-
able outcomes would be part of a swap system specification, and would
have to satisfy three conditions: (i) {ω : ω � NODEALv} ⊆ Av , (ii)
{ω : ω ≺ NODEALv} ∩ Av = ∅, and (iii) ω ∈ Av ∧ ω � ω′ ⇒ ω′ ∈ Av .
Our results can be extended naturally to this model. We adopted the simpler
definition to streamline the presentation.

incoming assets. Further, every conforming party should end
up with an acceptable outcome, no matter whether other parties
follow the protocol or not. Lastly, rational parties should have
no incentive to deviate from the protocol. Herlihy [19] captured
these properties using the concepts of uniformity and strong
Nash equilibrium. Our definitions, below, are their natural
extensions to the more general model of swap systems.

Uniformity. A swap protocol P is called uniform if it
satisfies the following two conditions:
Liveness: If all parties follow P, they all end in outcome

DEAL or better, that is P(v) � DEALv for all v ∈ V .
Safety: If a party conforms to P, then its outcome will be

acceptable, independently of the behavior of other parties.
A less restrictive concept of uniformity may also be of interest:
We say that a protocol P is weakly uniform if it satisfies the
safety condition above, but the liveness condition is replaced by
the following weak liveness requirement: if all parties follow
P, then at least one party ends in an outcome strictly better
than NODEAL. The assumptions on preference posets imply
directly that a protocol that is uniform is also weakly uniform.

Nash equilibria and atomicity. We extend the concept of
outcomes to sets of parties, where an outcome of a set is just a
vector of individual outcomes. On this set we can then define
a preference relation in a standard way, via a coordinate-wise
ordering of outcomes. Formally, for any set of parties C ⊆ V ,
an outcome vector of C is ω̄ = (ωv)v∈C , where ωv ∈ Ωv for
all v ∈ C. Denote by Ω̄C the set of all outcome vectors of C.
Given two outcome vectors ω̄, ω̄′ ∈ Ω̄C , we write ω̄ �C ω̄′

if ωv �v ω′v for all v ∈ C. If also ω̄ 6= ω̄′ then we write
ω̄ ≺C ω̄′. (In other words, ω̄ ≺C ω̄′ means that at least one
party in C does strictly better in ω̄′ than in ω̄, and every party
in C does at least as good.) In this notation, if all parties follow
a protocol P, then the outcome vector P(C) of a protocol P
for a set of parties C is (P(v))v∈C .

We will say that a protocol P is a strong Nash equilibrium
if no coalition of participating parties can improve its vector
outcome by deviating from P; more precisely, for every set
C of parties, if ω̄ denotes the outcome vector of C in some
execution of P where all parties in V \ C follow P, then we
cannot have ω̄ �C P(C). We will call P atomic if it is both
uniform and a strong Nash equilibrium.

Example 1. Consider a swap system S = (D,P) whose
digraph D is shown in Figure 1. The preference poset Pu is
generated by two preference pairs DEALu ≺ 〈v | v〉 ≺ 〈v |w〉,
the preference poset Pv is generated by two preference pairs
DEALv ≺ 〈u |u〉 ≺ 〈w |u〉, and the preference poset Pw is
generated by one preference pair DEALw ≺ 〈u | v〉.

Consider also a swap protocol P for S such that if all parties
follow P then all end up with outcome DEAL. Then P is not a
strong Nash equilibrium, because for C = {u, v}, the parties
in C can ignore P altogether and simply swap their assets
between themselves, improving their outcomes. Nevertheless,
as we show later in Section IV, S does have an atomic protocol.
Roughly, instead of using the whole digraph D, in this protocol
only assets represented by arcs (u,w), (w, v) and (v, u) will
be swapped. Then the outcome of each party will be better
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Fig. 1. The digraph D in the example.

than DEAL, and u and v will have no incentive to deviate from
this protocol.

III. HERLIHY’S SWAP MODEL

In this section, we show that the concept of swap systems
is a generalization of Herlihy’s model [19]. To this end, we
define a simple type of swap system called h-swap systems,
and we show that it captures the model in [19]. In particular
we prove that in h-swap systems, our definition of atomicity
is equivalent to the definition in [19].

h-Swap Systems. Given a swap system S = (D,P) and a
party v ∈ V , define three sets of outcomes of v:

DISCOUNTv =
{
ω | ωin = Ainv ∧ ωout 6= Aoutv

}
FREERIDEv =

{
ω | ωin 6= ∅ ∧ ωout = ∅

}
UNDERWATERv =

{
ω | ωin 6= Ainv ∧ ωout 6= ∅

}
Since Ainv 6= ∅ and Aoutv 6= ∅, all sets DISCOUNTv,
FREERIDEv and UNDERWATERv are well-defined,
none of them contains NODEALv nor DEALv,
UNDERWATERv ∩ (DISCOUNTv ∪ FREERIDEv) = ∅,
DISCOUNTv ∩ FREERIDEv = {〈Ainv |∅〉}, and
Ωv = {NODEALv} ∪ {DEALv} ∪ DISCOUNTv

∪ FREERIDEv ∪ UNDERWATERv.
The inclusive monotonicity property (p.2) implies that all
outcomes in FREERIDEv are better than NODEALv, and all
outcomes in DISCOUNTv are better than DEALv .

We will call S an h-swap system if it satisfies the following
conditions for all v ∈ V :
(h.1) If ω ∈ UNDERWATERv then ω ≺v NODEALv ,
(h.2) Party v has no other non-generic preferences besides

these in (h.1).
In other words, in an h-swap system all preference posets
are generated by relations ω ≺ NODEAL for outcomes ω in
UNDERWATER. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of a preference
poset of an h-swap system4. Note that in an h-swap system,
the set of acceptable outcomes of a node v is Av = Ωv \
UNDERWATERv = {NODEALv} ∪ {DEALv} ∪ DISCOUNTv ∪
FREERIDEv . The preferences of an h-swap system S = (D,P)
are uniquely determined by its digraph D, so it is not even
necessary to specify P .

The preference poset structure of h-swap systems, as defined
above, captures the concept of a party’s preferences assumed

4This figure differs slightly from Figure 3 in [19], which mistakenly showed
the sets DISCOUNTv and FREERIDEv as disjoint.
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Dealv

Fig. 2. The structure of a preference poset of a party v in an h-swap system. The
arrows symbolize the preference relation. The one outcome in DISCOUNTv ∩
FREERIDEv is 〈Ain

v |∅〉.

in the model from [19], except for the addition of preferences
determined by inclusive monotonicity.

Comment. The model in [19] was not formulated in terms
of posets, raising a question of how to formally capture a
relation for pairs of outcomes between which preferences
were not specified in [19]. In our model, such outcomes
are considered incomparable in the poset (unless they are
related by the inclusive monotonicity). One may try to consider
another option: to allow arbitrary relations between such
pairs, providing that the poset axioms are satisfied and the
condition (h.1) holds. However, with this approach there is
no meaningful way to extend such individual preferences to
collective preferences of sets of parties (see the discussion later
in this section).

h-Uniformity. To distinguish between our and Herlihy’s
definition of uniformity, we will refer to his concept as h-
uniformity. A swap protocol P is called h-uniform if it satisfies
the safety property and the following h-liveness condition:
If all parties follow P, they all end in outcome DEAL. This
condition seems stricter than our definition of uniformity, but
we show that in h-swap systems these two definitions are in fact
equivalent. In fact, they are also equivalent to weak uniformity,
as defined earlier in Section II.

Lemma 1. Let S = (D,P) be an h-swap system in which
some subset of arcs in D are triggered, and let Q be a path in
D whose all internal nodes are in acceptable outcomes. Then,
along Q, all triggered arcs of Q are before all non-triggered
arcs of Q.

Proof. If all arcs on Q are triggered, except possibly for the
last one, we are done. Otherwise, let (x, y) be the first non-
triggered arc on Q and let z be the successor of y. Since y’s
outcome is acceptable and (x, y) is not triggered, this outcome
must be either NODEALy or in FREERIDEy . Therefore (y, z)
is also not triggered. Repeating this argument, we obtain that
all arcs on Q after (x, y) are not triggered.

Theorem 1. Let P be a swap protocol for an h-swap system
S = (D,P), where D is strongly connected. Then the following
three conditions are equivalent: (i) P is uniform, (ii) P is weakly
uniform, (iii) P is h-uniform.

Proof. Trivially, h-uniformity implies uniformity, which in turn
implies weak uniformity. Thus it is sufficient to show that weak
uniformity implies h-uniformity.

So assume that P is weakly uniform. As the safety condition
is the same, it is sufficient to show that P satisfies the h-



liveness property. Assume that all parties follow P. Then, from
the assumptions about safety and weak liveness, all parties will
end up in acceptable outcomes, with at least one party ending
in an outcome strictly better than NODEAL.

Suppose, towards contradiction, that there is a party with
outcome other than DEAL. This gives us that some arc (x, y)
is not triggered. Further, since some party has an outcome
other than NODEAL, there must be a triggered arc (x′, y′). By
strong connectivity, there is a path P from x to y′ whose first
arc is (x, y) and the last arc is (x′, y′). Then the existence of
this path contradicts Lemma 1.

h-Atomicity. The approach in [19] differs from ours in the
way it formalizes the gain of a coalition (subset) of parties
when they deviate from the protocol. Roughly, the definition
in [19] captures a collective gain, while our definition views it
as a vector of individual outcomes. In spite of this apparent
difference, we show that in h-swap systems our concept of
atomicity is in fact equivalent to the one in [19].

In the discussion below, let S = (D,P) be a fixed h-swap
system. Following [19], we will define the h-outcome of a
coalition C of parties by, in essence, contracting C into a single
vertex. (The term “h-outcome” is ours, to better distinguish
this concept from our concept of outcome vectors.) More
formally, define C’s incoming and outgoing arcs in a natural
way: AinC =

⋃
v∈C A

in
v \

⋃
v∈C A

out
v and similarly, AoutC =⋃

v∈C A
out
v \⋃v∈C Ainv . The h-outcomes for C are pairs ω̂ =

〈ω̂in | ω̂out〉 where ω̂in ⊆ AinC and ω̂out ⊆ AoutC . ΩC is the set
of all h-outcomes of C. The preference poset and acceptable
set of C are defined analogously to that of a single party
in an h-swap system. That is, we define NODEALC , DEALC ,
DISCOUNTC , FREERIDEC , and UNDERWATERC in the natural
way, and we assume the analogues of conditions (p.1) and (p.2)
for swap systems (in Section II) and conditions (h.1) and (h.2)
for h-swap systems. The set of acceptable h-outcomes AC
consists of all h-outcomes of C that are not in UNDERWATERC .
(Note that if C consists of a single party then its h-outcome is
identical to its outcome.)

Define a protocol P to be a strong Nash h-equilibrium if
it satisfies the following condition for every set C of parties:
providing that the parties outside C follow P, the parties in
C cannot end up in an h-outcome better than their outcome
resulting from following P. P is called h-atomic if it is h-
uniform and a strong Nash h-equilibrium.

Culminating the earlier discussion, the following theorem
establishes that our model indeed captures the model introduced
in [19].

Theorem 2. Let P be a protocol for an h-swap system S =
(D,P). P is atomic if and only if it is h-atomic.

Proof. (⇒) Suppose that P is atomic. Theorem 1 implies that
P is h-uniform. Thus, from the definition of h-uniformity, if
all parties follow P then each party’s outcome will be DEAL.

It remains to show that P is a strong Nash h-equilibrium. Let
C ⊆ V , and consider an execution of P in which all parties
outside C follow P. Since P is a strong Nash equilibrium, the

outcome vector of C is not better than (DEALv)v∈C . Denote
by ω̂ the h-outcome of C. We need to show that ω̂ is not better
than DEALC .

Towards contradiction, suppose that ω̂ � DEALC . The
definition of preference posets for h-outcomes gives us that
ω̂ ∈ DISCOUNTC . Now consider another execution of P where
the parties in C behave just like before, but they also trigger
all arcs connecting two members of C. This will not affect
the execution of P for parties outside C. Then the outcome
vector ω̄ of C consists of all arcs between C and V \ C (in
both directions) that are triggered in ω̂, as well as all arcs
with both endpoints inside C. Since ω̂ ∈ DISCOUNTC , each
v ∈ C has all its incoming arcs in ω̄, and there is at least
one u ∈ C that has one arc to V \ C that is not in ω̄. So the
outcome of each v ∈ C is either DEALv or DISCOUNTv , and
this u’s outcome is DISCOUNTu. But then ω̄ is better than
(DEALv)v∈C , contradicting the assumption that P is a strong
Nash equilibrium.

(⇐) Now suppose that P is h-atomic; that is, P is h-uniform
and is a strong Nash h-equilibrium. From Theorem 1 we obtain
that P is uniform.

It remains to prove that P is a strong Nash equilibrium. Let
C ⊆ V , and consider some execution of P in which all parties
outside C follow P. Since P is a strong Nash h-equilibrium,
the h-outcome of C is not better than DEALC . We need to
show that C’s outcome vector is not better than (DEALv)v∈C .

We again argue by contradiction. Suppose that C’s outcome
vector is ω̄ � (DEALv)v∈C . Then each v ∈ C has outcome
in {DEALv} ∪ DISCOUNTv and there is some u ∈ C with
outcome in DISCOUNTu. This implies that all parties in C
have their incoming arcs in ω̄. Further, some outgoing arc of
u is not in ω̄, and this arc must go to V \ C. We consider
the h-outcome of C in the same run of P, without changing
the behavior of any members of C. (In the h-outcome of C
the status of arcs internal to C is not relevant.) Denote this
h-outcome by ω̂. Then ω̂ will include the same arcs between
C and V \ C (in both directions) as in ω̄. The properties of
ω̄ established earlier imply that ω̂ ∈ DISCOUNTC , and thus
ω̂ � DEALC , which contradicts our earlier assumption that P
is a strong Nash h-equilibrium.

Herlihy’s Protocol. Herlihy presented a protocol for h-swap
systems [19] that is h-atomic. We summarize this protocol that
we will refer to as H.

Since the generation and distribution of the swap system is
not the focus of this paper, we assume a third-party service that
reliably distributes information to the participating parties. The
service begins by assembling a swap graph D and distributing
it to every party. Each party pi then generates and hashes a
secret hi = hash(si) and sends it back to the service.5 The

5Herlihy describes an optimization where the service computes a feedback
vertex set for D (i.e. the removal of this set would leave D acyclic). He refers
to these parties as leaders and only uses the hashed secrets of these parties
in subsequent steps of the protocol. As this is not a necessary step, we will
ignore it for simplicity.



service distributes the hashed secrets as a vector h0...hn to
every party.

The protocol can be broken into two phases, which we
call contract creation and secret propagation respectively. The
contract creation phase, in essence, realizes D. For every arc
(u, v) ∈ D, party u generates a smart contract with an escrowed
asset to counterparty v. Each contract is hash-locked by a vector
of hashlocks h0...hn generated by the given vector of hashed
secrets. A particular hashlock hw on arc (u, v) unlocks when
provided a hashkey (sw, p, σ), where sw is the preimage of
hw, p is any simple path from v to w (where w is the party
that generated secret sw), and σ is a sequence of signatures
sig(.., sig(sw, w), .., v) backwards along path p. It should be
noted that a single hashlock may have multiple hashkeys, as
any simple path is acceptable. Hashlocks and hashkeys are
also time-locked. Each hashkey only remains valid for a certain
amount of time, scaling with the length of the path specified
within it. Ignoring constant factors, a hashkey remains valid for
|p| ·∆ time, where ∆ is an upper bound of the time needed for
a single step of a party. The longer the path in the hashkey, the
longer the hashkey remains valid. A hashlock expires when all
of its hashkeys expire, in which the escrowed asset is returned
to the sender. That is, the hashkey containing the longest path
from the recipient to the generator of the corresponding secret
has expired. If all hashlocks in the vector are unlocked, the
contract triggers and the escrowed asset is sent to the recipient.

When a party u observes that each of its incoming contracts
has been created correctly, it enters the secret propagation
phase. Party u first wants to propagate its own secret. This is
done by unlocking hashlock hu on each of their incoming arcs.
Specifically, u generates hashkey (su, u, sig(su, u)) and uses
this to unlock the corresponding hashlock on each arc in Ainu .
Party u also wants to propagate the secrets of others, which they
learn by observing their own outgoing arcs. Let u observe on
outgoing arc (u, v) that hashlock hw was unlocked by hashkey
(sw, p, σ). Then u can generate hashkey (sw, u+ p, sig(σ, u))
and unlock the corresponding hashlock hw on each arc in Ainu .

Algorithm 1 Herlihy’s Protocol For Vertex v
Input: Digraph D, vector 〈h0, ..., hn〉, secret sv

1: for every (v, w) ∈ Aoutv do . Phase 1
2: create contract to w hashlocked by 〈h0, ..., hn〉
3: upon contract for every (u, v) ∈ Ainv . Phase 2
4: generate hashkey k1 = (sv, v, sig(sv, v))
5: for every arc (u, v) ∈ Ainv do
6: unlock hashlock hv with k1

7: while no timed out hashlock and not all assets received
do

8: if new hashkey k2 = (s, p, σ) on (v, w) ∈ Aoutv then
9: generate hashkey k3 = (s, v + p, sig(σ, v))

10: for every arc (v, w) ∈ Ainv do
11: unlock hashlock with k3

Example 2. Consider the swap graph in Figure 3. Assume
each party is given the same vector of hashed secrets. Parties

start the protocol by creating their outgoing contracts using
this vector. The party x creates the contract (x, v), the party u
creates the contracts (u, x) and (u, v), the party v creates the
contracts (v, u) and (v, y), and the party y creates the contract
(y, u). Then when the party x observes that the contract (u, v)
is created, it releases its secret on (u, x). Once the party u
observes this secret on its outgoing contract (u, x), it applies it
to its incoming contracts (v, u) and (y, u). Similarly, when the
parties v and y observe the secret on their outgoing contracts,
they apply it to their incoming contracts (x, v) and (v, y)
respectively. Thus, the secret sx is propagated through the
whole graph. With similar steps, each other party releases its
secret on its incoming contracts, and each secret is propagated
by other parties to the rest of the graph. Thus, all secrets are
eventually applied to all contracts, and all assets are transferred.

Lemma 2. Consider the execution of H on a directed graph
D. Let u be a party that follows H. After the execution is
complete, for any e ∈ Aoutu of u, e is triggered only if all arcs
in Ainu are triggered.

If e is triggered, every hashlock on e was unlocked. Since
u is following H, it will observe whenever a hashlock on e
is unlocked. Whenever a hashlock hi is unlocked, u sees a
hashkey k1 = (si, p, σ). Then, u can generate a hashkey k2 =
(si, u+p, sig(σ, u)) to post on the corresponding hashlocks hi
for their incoming arcs. Since k1 was an acceptable hashkey,
and increasing the length of a hashkey by 1 means it remains
acceptable for ∆ more time, u had sufficient time to post k2

to all arcs in Ainu . We repeat this argument for every hashlock
on e, wherein when every hashlock on e is unlocked, every
hashlock on every arc in Ainu is also unlocked.

IV. A CHARACTERIZATION OF SWAP SYSTEMS WITH
ATOMIC PROTOCOLS

As shown in [19], all swap systems considered in Herlihy’s
approach (that is all h-swap systems, in our terminology) have
an atomic protocol, providing that the underlying digraph is
strongly connected. In our more general model this is not
always the case. Consider, for example, a swap system whose
digraph is shown in Figure 3. The only non-generic preferences
are: DEALv ≺ 〈u |u〉 for v, and DEALu ≺ 〈v | v〉 for u. Using
the liveness condition for x and y, any atomic protocol needs
to trigger arcs (u, x), (x, v), (v, y) and (y, u). But u and v
can cooperatively deviate from the protocol by triggering only
arcs (u, v) and (v, u), each obtaining a better outcome than if
they followed the protocol. So this protocol cannot be a strong
Nash equilibrium, and thus is not atomic.

This raises the question as to whether there exists a simple
characterization of swap systems that admit atomic protocols.
We provide such a characterization in this section. Interestingly
enough, we show that if a swap system admits an atomic
protocol, then it also admits an atomic protocol that is
essentially equivalent to running Herlihy’s protocol on a suitable
subgraph.
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Fig. 3. The example of a swap system in which H is not a strong Nash
equilibrium.

We saw Herlihy’s protocol [19], denote by H, in the previous
section. Herlihy proved that H is h-atomic for h-swap systems
(in our terminology).

Uniformity and Nash equilibrium of Herlihy’s protocol.
Let S = (D,P) be any swap system with strongly connected
digraph D. If all parties follow H then they all will end up in
outcome DEAL. If v follows H then either it does not trigger
any outgoing arcs, and thus its outcome is in {NODEALv} ∪
FREERIDEv , or it triggers some, but then also all its incoming
arcs are triggered, so its outcome is in {DEALv}∪DISCOUNTv .
In each case, regardless of the behavior of other parties, this
outcome is at least as good as NODEALv , and thus acceptable.
This means that H is uniform.

We now claim that H is a Nash equilibrium in S, in the
sense that no single party can improve its outcome by deviating
from H, if all other parties follow H. If all parties follow the
protocol, all outcomes are DEAL. If any party v has outcome
ω � DEALv, then in ω there needs to be an incoming arc
(u, v) but some outgoing arc (v, w) must be missing. (This
holds for any preference poset, by properties (p.1) and (p.2).)
In Herlihy’s protocol a vertex triggers an outgoing arc only if
all its incoming arcs are triggered. So if all parties other than v
follow the protocol, then we get a contradiction by considering
a path from w to u (following an argument similar to the proof
of Theorem 1).

Note that this argument does not work for larger coalitions.
In fact, in the swap system example discussed earlier in this
section, H, nor any other protocol, is a strong Nash equilibrium.

Characterization. Let S = (D,P) be a swap system for a
set of parties V , and let G and H be two subgraphs of D. G
will be called piece-wise strongly connected if every connected
component of G is strongly connected. G is called spanning if
its vertex set is V . If G is spanning, we say that H dominates
G if DEALHv � DEALGv for all vertices v in H. In other words,
if only the arcs in H are triggered, then all parties in H end
in outcomes at least as good as if all their arcs in G were
triggered. Also, H strictly dominates G if, in addition, there
exists a party u of H such that DEALHu � DEALGu . That is,
every party in H ends in an outcome at least as good and at
least one party strictly improves their outcome when triggering
the arcs of H instead of G.

For example, consider the swap system S = (D,P) in
Example 1. The subgraph G1 = D is spanning, and is strictly
dominated by the subgraph H consisting of vertices u, v and
arcs (u, v) and (v, u). On the other hand, the subgraph G2 that

has arcs (u,w), (w, v) and (v, u) is spanning, and there is no
subgraph of D that strictly dominates it.

Theorem 3. A swap system S = (D,P) has an atomic swap
protocol if and only if there exists a spanning subgraph G of
D with the following properties: (c.1) G is piece-wise strongly
connected and has no isolated vertices, (c.2) G dominates D,
and (c.3) no subgraph H of D strictly dominates G.

Proof. (⇒) Let P be an atomic swap protocol for S . Define G
to be the subgraph whose vertex set is V and whose arcs are
the arcs triggered in an execution of P where all parties follow
the protocol. By definition of P’s atomicity, G is spanning.

We first show property (c.1). First, G cannot have any isolated
vertices, since any isolated vertex v of G would have outcome
NODEALDv when all parties follow P. This would contradict
the uniformity (the liveness condition) of P. Second, if G had
a connected component B that is not strongly connected, then
B would contain a strongly connected component C of G that
has no arcs of G coming from V \ C but has at least one arc
of G going to V \C. We could then consider another run of P
in which the parties in C ignore P entirely and simply trigger
the arcs of G that are within C. By the inclusive monotonicity
property (p.2) of swap systems, this would strictly improve
the outcome vector of C, contradicting P being a strong Nash
equilibrium. We can thus conclude that such B cannot exist,
completing the proof that G is piece-wise strongly connected.

Next, we consider property (c.2). By the uniformity (liveness)
of P, every party v must end in outcome DEALDv or better when
all parties follow P. The arcs that are triggered at the conclusion
of P are exactly the arcs in G. Therefore DEALGv � DEALDv ,
for all parties v.

Finally, we show property (c.3). Suppose there is a subgraph
H that strictly dominates G, towards contradiction. Let C
be the set of vertices of H. Modify the behavior of the
parties in C to ignore P and instead trigger exactly the arcs
of H, giving C the outcome vector (DEALHv )v∈C . Then,
P(C) = (DEALGv )v∈C ≺C (DEALHv )v∈C , as H strictly
dominates G. This contradicts the assumption that P is a strong
Nash equilibrium, proving that H does not exists.

(⇐) Suppose that G is a spanning subgraph that satisfies
properties (c.1), (c.2) and (c.3). We show that then there is an
atomic protocol for S.

Let SG be the h-swap system with digraph G. Our protocol,
denoted HG , simply executes Herlihy’s protocol H on SG . For
simplicity, assume that G is strongly connected; otherwise we
can apply our reasoning below to each strongly connected
component of G separately. By the h-liveness condition of HG ,
if all parties follow HG then each will end up in outcome
DEALG . Also, any party v that follows HG will not have any
of its arcs outside G triggered and, by the safety property of
HG , will end up in an outcome that is acceptable in SG , that
is in {NODEALGv } ∪ FREERIDEGv ∪ {DEALGv } ∪ DISCOUNTGv .

When comparing outcomes in the argument that follows,
we will use notation “≺” for the preference relation in the
original swap system S (that is, not in the auxiliary system



SG). Similarly, unless stated otherwise, the term “acceptable”
also refers to the acceptability of an outcome in S .

We first show that HG is uniform. Suppose that every party
follows HG . Then, by the h-uniformity of HG , the outcome of
each party v will be DEALGv . Using the assumptions that G is
spanning and that it dominates D, we obtain that DEALGv �
DEALDv for all parties v, so HG indeed satisfies the liveness
condition.

Next, we deal with the safety condition. Using the prop-
erties of HG established above, if a party v conforms to
HG then we have two cases. Either the outcome ω of v
satisfies ω ∈ {NODEALGv } ∪ FREERIDEGv , in which case
ω ∈ {NODEALDv } ∪ FREERIDEDv as well (because no edges
of v outside G are triggered), so ω � NODEALDv , that is ω is
acceptable. Or ω ∈ {DEALGv }∪DISCOUNTGv , in which case, us-
ing the monotonicity property (p.2) for S and assumption (c.2),
we obtain ω � DEALGv � DEALDv � NODEALDv ; that is ω is
acceptable in this case as well. We conclude that HG satisfies
the safety property, completing the proof that HG is uniform.

It remains to show that HG is a strong Nash equilibrium
for S . Assume that it is not, towards contradiction. Then there
exists a coalition C ⊆ V that, by deviating from HG , can
end in an outcome vector ω̄ � (DEALGv )v∈C , even though all
parties outside C follow HG . We can assume C is maximal,
in the sense that each party outside of C ends in an outcome
that is not DEALG nor in DISCOUNTG . Otherwise, we can add
those parties to C and the relation ω̄ � (DEALGv )v∈C will be
preserved.

We first show that no arc (u, v) ∈ A entering C from outside
(that is u ∈ V \C and v ∈ C) is triggered. Assume such an arc
is triggered, towards contradiction. Firstly, (u, v) must be in G,
otherwise u would not be following HG by creating/triggering
this arc. By the h-safety property of H in SG , HG guarantees
that u must end up in an outcome acceptable in SG . This means
that u’s outcome is in {DEALGu} ∪ DISCOUNTGu , contradicting
the assumption that C is maximal. So, indeed, (u, v) cannot
be triggered.

Further, without loss of generality we can assume that no
arc from C to V \ C is triggered. This is because, as we just
showed, for each v ∈ C, v only receives arcs from other parties
in C. Then, no member of C can have its outcome worsened
if v changes its behavior and does not trigger any arc to V \C.

Thus all arcs that appear in ω̄ are between members of C.
Let H be the subgraph with vertex set C and the arcs that
are in ω̄, that is ω̄ = (DEALHv )v∈C . Since ω̄ � (DEALGv )v∈C ,
then DEALHv � DEALGv for all v ∈ C and DEALHw � DEALGw
for some w ∈ C. This means that H strictly dominates G,
contradicting (c.3). We conclude that no such C exists, and
thus HG is a strong Nash equilibrium protocol.

Comment: As some readers may have noticed, the proof
of the (⇒) implication in Theorem 3 does not use the safety
property of protocol P. What this shows, in essence, is that
in our setting of swap systems, a swap protocol that has the
liveness and strong Nash equilibrium properties can be modified
to also satisfy the safety property.

With Theorem 3 established, we can determine if a given
swap system S permits an atomic protocol. Additionally, if it
does, we can define such a protocol. Algorithm 2 describes
how to check if a given swap protocol permits an atomic
protocol. If it does not, it returns -1. Otherwise, it returns a
set of strongly connected components. Then, the atomic swap
protocol is running H with each component as the underlying
graph.

Algorithm 2 Generalized Atomic Swap Protocol
Input: Swap System S = (D,P)
Output: set of strongly connected components or -1

1: for every spanning subgraph G of D do
2: if G is piece-wise strongly connected then . c.1
3: if G dominates D then . c.2
4: for every subgraph H of D do . c.3
5: if H strictly dominates G then
6: return -1
7: return {C | C is an SCC of G}
8: return -1

Example 3. (Example 1 continued) To illustrate Theorem 3,
consider again the swap system S = (D,P) in Example 1.
Let G1 = D. Then G1 is spanning, satisfies conditions (c.1)
and (c.2), but it does not satisfy condition (c.3) because it is
strictly dominated by subgraph H consisting of vertices u, v
and arcs (u, v) and (v, u). .

But we can take instead subgraph G2 consisting of arcs
(u,w), (w, v) and (v, u). Then G2 is spanning, satisfies (c.1)
and (c.2), and there is no subgraph of D that strictly dominates
G2, so (c.3) holds as well. Therefore S has an atomic swap
protocol. This protocol will completely ignore arcs outside
G2. It will execute Herlihy’s protocol, described in Section III,
using G2 as the underlying graph. In fact, since G2 is a simple
cycle, the full protocol of Herlihy is not needed — the simpler
protocol that uses only one leader and does not need signatures
can be used instead, see [19]. Roughly, this protocol chooses
one leader, say u, who creates its secret, then the smart contracts
based on this (hashed) secret are created by parties u, v and
w on their outgoing arcs, with decreasing time-out values, and
then the counter-parties claim the assets in these contracts, one
by one, in the reverse order.

Example 4. We now give a larger example. Consider the
swap system S = (D,P) with digraph D in Figure 4 and with
preference posets defined as follows. For i = 1, 2:
• The preference poset of ui is generated by DEALui

≺ 〈vi | vi〉
and DEALui ≺ 〈u3−i |u3−i〉.

• The preference poset of vi is generated by DEALvi ≺ 〈ui |ui〉
and DEALvi ≺ 〈t3−i | ti〉 ≺ 〈v3−i | v3−i〉.

• The preference poset of ti is generated by DEALti ≺
〈vi | v3−i〉 and DEALti ≺ 〈t3−i | t3−i〉.
We consider three candidates for the spanning sugraph G.

One candidate is G1 = D. It’s obviously spanning and it
satisfies conditions (c.1) and (c.2) from Theorem 3. However,
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Fig. 4. Digraph D in the example illustrating Theorem 3.

it is strictly dominated by several subgraphs including the
following two: subgraph H1 consisting of v1 and v2 with arcs
(v1, v2) and (v2, v1), and subgraph H2 consisting of t1 and t2
with arcs (t1, t2) and (t2, t1).

Another candidate G2 consists of arcs (ui, u3−i), (vi, ti)
and (ti, v3−i). for i = 1, 2. G2 is spanning and it satisfies
condition (c.1). By inspecting the preferences of each vertex,
it also satisfies (c.2). But it is strictly dominated by H1.

The third candidate G3 consists of arcs (ui, vi), (vi, ui),
and (ti, t3−i), for i = 1, 2. It is also spanning and satisfies
conditions (c.1) and (c.2). Also, the outcome of each vertex in
G3 is maximal in its preference poset, so there is no subgraph
of D that strictly dominates G3. Thus, by Theorem 3, S has
an atomic swap protocol. This protocol is obtained by running
H in G3.

V. NP-HARDNESS

Now that we have characterized the swap systems that permit
an atomic protocol, a natural next question is the complexity
of the corresponding decision problem: given a swap system,
does it permit an atomic protocol? In the next two sections,
we consider this. In this section, we define the corresponding
decision problem and show it is in NP-hard. In the following
section, we tighten this classification to ΣP

2 -complete. Although
showing the problem is ΣP

2 -complete would imply it is NP-
hard, we first present the NP-hardness proof since it is more
digestible, and then present the more involved ΣP

2 -completeness
proof.

Let SwapAtomic be the following decision problem: The
input is a swap system S = (D,P), where D is a (weakly)
connected digraph with no vertices of in-degree or out-degree
0. The objective is to decide whether S has an atomic swap
protocol.

Theorem 4. SwapAtomic is NP-hard, even for swap systems
S = (D,P) in which digraph D is strongly connected.

Proof. The proof is by showing a polynomial-time reduction
from CNF. Recall that in CNF we are given a boolean
expression α in conjunctive normal form, and the objective is
to determine whether there is a truth assignment that satisfies α.
In our reduction we convert α into a swap system S = (D,P)
such that α is satisfiable if and only if S has an atomic swap
protocol.

Let x1, x2, ..., xn be the variables in α. The negation of xi
is denoted x̄i. We will use notation x̃i for an unspecified literal
of variable xi, that is x̃i ∈ {xi, x̄i}. Let α = c1 ∨ c2 ∨ ...∨ cm,
where each cj is a clause. Without loss of generality we assume
that in each clause all literals are different.

We first describe the reduction. The fundamental approach
is similar to other reductions from CNF: D will consist of
so-called “gadgets” which are subgraphs used to simulate the
role of variables and clauses. We then add some connections
between these gadgets and specify appropriate preference pairs
to assure that the resulting swap system S satisfies the required
property, given above.

Specifically, in D there will be n gadgets corresponding to
variables, m gadgets corresponding to clauses, and one more
vertex called the core vertex. The xi-gadget has vertices xi and
x̄i, that represent the literals of variable xi, plus two additional
vertices si and ti. Its internal arcs are (si, xi), (si, x̄i), (si, ti),
and (ti, si). The cj-gadget has two vertices cj and aj , with
internal arcs (cj , aj), (aj , cj). (See Figure 5.) We then add the
following arcs: For each clause cj and each literal x̃i in cj ,
we add arc (x̃i, cj). The core vertex, denoted b, is connected
by arcs to and from each vertex in the above gadgets.

Next, we describe the preference posets Pv , for each vertex
v in D. (See Figure 6.) As explained in Section II, an outcome
〈ωin |ωout〉 of a vertex v is specified by lists ωin and ωout

of its in-neighbors and out-neighbors, respectively, and any
preference poset can be uniquely defined by an appropriate set
of generators.

The center vertex b’s preference poset is generated by all
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Fig. 5. The variable and clause gadgets in the proof of Theorem 4. The arcs to and from the core vertex b are shown as bi-directional arcs.

relations ω ≺ NODEALb, for ω ∈ UNDERWATERb. (This is the
same poset as in h-swap systems.) For each vertex si, its pref-
erence poset is generated by relations 〈b, ti | ti, x̄i〉 ≺ 〈ti | ti〉,
〈ti | ti〉 ≺ 〈b | b, xi〉, and 〈ti | ti〉 ≺ 〈b | b, x̄i〉. For each vertex
ti, its generators are DEALti ≺ 〈b | b〉 and 〈b, si | b〉 ≺ 〈si | si〉.
Each vertex x̃i ∈ {xi, x̄i} has one generator DEALx̃i

≺ 〈b | b〉.
Each vertex cj has generators DEALcj ≺ 〈b, x̃i | b〉, for each
literal x̃i in cj . The only generator of each vertex aj is
DEALaj ≺ 〈b | b〉.

With this, the description of S is complete. The construction
of S clearly takes time that is polynomial in the size of α.

Applying Theorem 3, it remains to show that α is satisfiable
if and only if D has a spanning subgraph G with the following
properties: (c.1) G is piece-wise strongly connected and has no
isolated vertices, (c.2) G dominates D, and (c.3) no subgraph
H of D strictly dominates G.

(⇒) Suppose that α is satisfiable, and consider some satis-
fying assignment for α. Using this assignment, we construct a
spanning subgraph G of D that satisfies the three conditions
(c.1)-(c.3) above.

Graph G will contain all vertices from the above construction
and all arcs that connect b to all other vertices, in both directions.
This makes G spanning and strongly connected, so (c.1) holds.
Other arcs of G are defined as follows. For each true literal x̃i,
add to G arc (si, x̃i). For each clause cj and each true literal
x̃i in cj , add to G arc (x̃i, cj).

Condition (c.2) can be verified through routine inspection,
by observing that DEALDv � DEALGv holds for each vertex v,
directly from the above specification of the preference posets.
For example, for a vertex si, if x̃i is the true literal of xi
then we have DEALGsi = 〈b | b, x̃i〉 � DEALDsi . For any x̃i, let
C(x̃i) be the set of clauses that contain x̃i. If x̃i is true then
DEALGx̃i

= 〈b, si | b, C(x̃i)〉 = DEALDx̃i
, and if x̃i is false then

DEALGx̃i
= 〈b | b〉 � DEALDx̃i

. For each clause cj , denote by
T (cj) the set of true literals in cj . Since we use a satisfying
assignment, each T (cj) is non-empty. For a clause cj , for any
true literal x̃i ∈ T (cj), applying the inclusive monotonicity
property (p.2) we have DEALGcj = 〈b, T (cj) | b〉 � 〈b, x̃i | b〉 �
DEALDcj .

It remains to verify condition (c.3). Let H be a subgraph of
D, and suppose that H dominates G, that is DEALHv � DEALGv
for all vertices v in H.

We claim first that H must contain b. Indeed, otherwise for
any vertex v of H we would have DEALHv = ω = 〈ωin |ωout〉
with b /∈ ωin and ω � DEALGv . The only vertices that have
such outcomes ω are t′is. For any ti, the only outcome ω that
has these properties is 〈si | si〉. But then H would also have
to contain si contradicting the earlier statement. (We note that
DEALGsi = 〈b | b, x̃i〉 where x̃i is the true literal of xi, and
there is no strictly better outcome for si.)

So we can assume from now on that H contains b. The
idea of the remaining argument is to show that the assumption
that H dominates G implies that in fact H = G — so H
cannot strictly dominate G. To this end, we examine the arcs
of D one by one. For each arc (u, v), we use the relation
DEALHz � DEALGz for some z ∈ {u, v}, to show that (u, v)
belongs to H if and only if it belongs to G. We will divide
this argument into a sequence of claims.

Claim 1: H contains all arcs (v, b) and (b, v), for v 6= b. From
the definition of the preference poset of b, H must contain all
incoming arcs of b. This gives us that H is spanning. For each
v 6= b, any outcome ω � DEALGv that has outgoing arc (v, b)
must also have incoming arc (b, v). This proves the claim.

Claim 2:H does not contain any arc (aj , cj) or (cj , aj). Indeed,
no outcome of aj that has arc (aj , cj) is better than 〈b | b〉 =
DEALGaj , so H cannot contain (aj , cj). Similarly, no outcome
of cj that has arc (cj , aj) is better than 〈b, T (cj) | b〉 = DEALGcj ,
so H cannot contain (cj , aj).

Claim 3: For each literal x̃i in clause cj , H contains (x̃i, cj)
iff x̃i is true. Suppose first that x̃i is a literal in cj that is
true. There is no outcome of cj that does not contain (x̃i, cj)
and is better than 〈b, T (cj) | b〉 = DEALGcj , so H must contain
(x̃i, cj). Next, suppose that x̃i is false. Then no outcome of x̃i
that contains (x̃i, cj) is better than 〈b | b〉 = DEALGx̃i

. Thus H
cannot contain (x̃i, cj).

Claim 4: For each literal x̃i, H contains arc (si, x̃i) iff x̃i is
true. Suppose first that literal x̃i is true. From the previous
claim, we have that the outgoing arcs to C(x̃i) are in H. There
is no outcome of x̃i that contains the arcs to C(x̃i), does
not contain arc (si, x̃i), and is better than 〈b, si | b, C(x̃i)〉 =
DEALGx̃i

. Thus H must contain (si, x̃i). Next, suppose that x̃i
is false, and let ¯̃xi be the negation of x̃i (that is, the true literal
of xi). Then there is no outcome of si that contains arc (si, x̃i)
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<latexit sha1_base64="owDNx/rEJIWeGW67em9V3lkru3s=">AAAB7HicdVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5C0xaa3gBePFUwrtKFstpt26WYTshulhv4GLx4U6dUf5M0/4tltq6CiAwvDzDz2zQsSzqSyrDejsLK6tr5R3Cxtbe/s7pX3D9oyzlJCPRLzOL0OsKScCeoppji9TlKKo4DTTjA+n/udG5pKFosrNUmoH+GhYCEjWGnJ6+kw6ZcrlmlV69VmDVmmXXNqjbomVcdq1JrINq0FKi7c3r27ZNbql197g5hkERWKcCxl17YS5ec4VYxwOi31MkkTTMZ4SLuaChxR6eeLZafoRCsDFMapfkKhhfp9IseRlJMo0MkIq5H87c3Fv7xupkLHz5lIMkUFWX4UZhypGM2bowHTXRWfaIJJyvSuiIxwionS9ynpI3w1Rf+TdtW0z0z70q64DixRhCM4hlOwoQEuXEALPCDA4B4e4ckQxoPxbMyW0YLxOXMIP2C8fADVmJJd</latexit>�

<latexit sha1_base64="RMlivwptzlzF8n+K2609l0BSxsg=">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</latexit>

Dealcj

<latexit sha1_base64="XbzuvBv7Ur8L9CGGiNwIQGfqS+I=">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</latexit>

h b, x̃i | b i
<latexit sha1_base64="yaY1cOxLkahAeojdDe7MfbodMBA=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0mkqAcPBS8eK9gPaGPYbDft2s0m7G6UEvI/vHhQxKv/xZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCDhTGnH+bZKK6tr6xvlzcrW9s7unr1/0FZxKgltkZjHshtgRTkTtKWZ5rSbSIqjgNNOML6e+p1HKhWLxZ2eJNSL8FCwkBGsjXSf9QnmqJn7GfEfct+uOjVnBrRM3IJUoUDTt7/6g5ikERWacKxUz3US7WVYakY4zSv9VNEEkzEe0p6hAkdUedns6hydGGWAwliaEhrN1N8TGY6UmkSB6YywHqlFbyr+5/VSHV56GRNJqqkg80VhypGO0TQCNGCSEs0nhmAimbkVkRGWmGgTVMWE4C6+vEzaZzX3vFa/rVcbV0UcZTiCYzgFFy6gATfQhBYQkPAMr/BmPVkv1rv1MW8tWcXMIfyB9fkDfTeSgA==</latexit>Pcj

<latexit sha1_base64="owDNx/rEJIWeGW67em9V3lkru3s=">AAAB7HicdVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5C0xaa3gBePFUwrtKFstpt26WYTshulhv4GLx4U6dUf5M0/4tltq6CiAwvDzDz2zQsSzqSyrDejsLK6tr5R3Cxtbe/s7pX3D9oyzlJCPRLzOL0OsKScCeoppji9TlKKo4DTTjA+n/udG5pKFosrNUmoH+GhYCEjWGnJ6+kw6ZcrlmlV69VmDVmmXXNqjbomVcdq1JrINq0FKi7c3r27ZNbql197g5hkERWKcCxl17YS5ec4VYxwOi31MkkTTMZ4SLuaChxR6eeLZafoRCsDFMapfkKhhfp9IseRlJMo0MkIq5H87c3Fv7xupkLHz5lIMkUFWX4UZhypGM2bowHTXRWfaIJJyvSuiIxwionS9ynpI3w1Rf+TdtW0z0z70q64DixRhCM4hlOwoQEuXEALPCDA4B4e4ckQxoPxbMyW0YLxOXMIP2C8fADVmJJd</latexit>�
<latexit sha1_base64="7Cfa9OqNUkk2NGFAk84cGKF4XWU=">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</latexit> 8x̃i 2 cj

<latexit sha1_base64="SQgO/LxgAVfZQw6+oa8XTkZTP/E=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1IOHghePFewHtDFstpt26WY37G6UEvI/vHhQxKv/xZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDhTBvX/XZKK6tr6xvlzcrW9s7uXnX/oK1lqghtEcml6oZYU84EbRlmOO0miuI45LQTjm+mfueRKs2kuDeThPoxHgoWMYKNlR6yPsEcNfMg0wHLg2rNrbszoGXiFaQGBZpB9as/kCSNqTCEY617npsYP8PKMMJpXumnmiaYjPGQ9iwVOKbaz2ZX5+jEKgMUSWVLGDRTf09kONZ6Eoe2M8ZmpBe9qfif10tNdOVnTCSpoYLMF0UpR0aiaQRowBQlhk8swUQxeysiI6wwMTaoig3BW3x5mbTP6t5F/fzuvNa4LuIowxEcwyl4cAkNuIUmtICAgmd4hTfnyXlx3p2PeWvJKWYO4Q+czx+UIpKP</latexit>Psi

<latexit sha1_base64="mHdivdZ04HSS77/CsUVq5Fvnpxw=">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</latexit>

Dealsi

<latexit sha1_base64="66mbfo06VGMfZLz3I4eas9Pv6TQ=">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</latexit>

h ti | ti i

<latexit sha1_base64="kFircEaE55ZsqAQr9Te0cW7soxY=">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</latexit>

h b | b, xi i
<latexit sha1_base64="xeTt3UAW01SCPVW99h94nxJd44Q=">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</latexit>

h b | b, x̄i i
<latexit sha1_base64="owDNx/rEJIWeGW67em9V3lkru3s=">AAAB7HicdVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5C0xaa3gBePFUwrtKFstpt26WYTshulhv4GLx4U6dUf5M0/4tltq6CiAwvDzDz2zQsSzqSyrDejsLK6tr5R3Cxtbe/s7pX3D9oyzlJCPRLzOL0OsKScCeoppji9TlKKo4DTTjA+n/udG5pKFosrNUmoH+GhYCEjWGnJ6+kw6ZcrlmlV69VmDVmmXXNqjbomVcdq1JrINq0FKi7c3r27ZNbql197g5hkERWKcCxl17YS5ec4VYxwOi31MkkTTMZ4SLuaChxR6eeLZafoRCsDFMapfkKhhfp9IseRlJMo0MkIq5H87c3Fv7xupkLHz5lIMkUFWX4UZhypGM2bowHTXRWfaIJJyvSuiIxwionS9ynpI3w1Rf+TdtW0z0z70q64DixRhCM4hlOwoQEuXEALPCDA4B4e4ckQxoPxbMyW0YLxOXMIP2C8fADVmJJd</latexit>� <latexit sha1_base64="owDNx/rEJIWeGW67em9V3lkru3s=">AAAB7HicdVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5C0xaa3gBePFUwrtKFstpt26WYTshulhv4GLx4U6dUf5M0/4tltq6CiAwvDzDz2zQsSzqSyrDejsLK6tr5R3Cxtbe/s7pX3D9oyzlJCPRLzOL0OsKScCeoppji9TlKKo4DTTjA+n/udG5pKFosrNUmoH+GhYCEjWGnJ6+kw6ZcrlmlV69VmDVmmXXNqjbomVcdq1JrINq0FKi7c3r27ZNbql197g5hkERWKcCxl17YS5ec4VYxwOi31MkkTTMZ4SLuaChxR6eeLZafoRCsDFMapfkKhhfp9IseRlJMo0MkIq5H87c3Fv7xupkLHz5lIMkUFWX4UZhypGM2bowHTXRWfaIJJyvSuiIxwionS9ynpI3w1Rf+TdtW0z0z70q64DixRhCM4hlOwoQEuXEALPCDA4B4e4ckQxoPxbMyW0YLxOXMIP2C8fADVmJJd</latexit>�

<latexit sha1_base64="owDNx/rEJIWeGW67em9V3lkru3s=">AAAB7HicdVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5C0xaa3gBePFUwrtKFstpt26WYTshulhv4GLx4U6dUf5M0/4tltq6CiAwvDzDz2zQsSzqSyrDejsLK6tr5R3Cxtbe/s7pX3D9oyzlJCPRLzOL0OsKScCeoppji9TlKKo4DTTjA+n/udG5pKFosrNUmoH+GhYCEjWGnJ6+kw6ZcrlmlV69VmDVmmXXNqjbomVcdq1JrINq0FKi7c3r27ZNbql197g5hkERWKcCxl17YS5ec4VYxwOi31MkkTTMZ4SLuaChxR6eeLZafoRCsDFMapfkKhhfp9IseRlJMo0MkIq5H87c3Fv7xupkLHz5lIMkUFWX4UZhypGM2bowHTXRWfaIJJyvSuiIxwionS9ynpI3w1Rf+TdtW0z0z70q64DixRhCM4hlOwoQEuXEALPCDA4B4e4ckQxoPxbMyW0YLxOXMIP2C8fADVmJJd</latexit> �<latexit sha1_base64="qznydOSCkHVp206Hqhc0lFPYeQs=">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</latexit>h b, ti | xi, x̄i i<latexit sha1_base64="owDNx/rEJIWeGW67em9V3lkru3s=">AAAB7HicdVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5C0xaa3gBePFUwrtKFstpt26WYTshulhv4GLx4U6dUf5M0/4tltq6CiAwvDzDz2zQsSzqSyrDejsLK6tr5R3Cxtbe/s7pX3D9oyzlJCPRLzOL0OsKScCeoppji9TlKKo4DTTjA+n/udG5pKFosrNUmoH+GhYCEjWGnJ6+kw6ZcrlmlV69VmDVmmXXNqjbomVcdq1JrINq0FKi7c3r27ZNbql197g5hkERWKcCxl17YS5ec4VYxwOi31MkkTTMZ4SLuaChxR6eeLZafoRCsDFMapfkKhhfp9IseRlJMo0MkIq5H87c3Fv7xupkLHz5lIMkUFWX4UZhypGM2bowHTXRWfaIJJyvSuiIxwionS9ynpI3w1Rf+TdtW0z0z70q64DixRhCM4hlOwoQEuXEALPCDA4B4e4ckQxoPxbMyW0YLxOXMIP2C8fADVmJJd</latexit>�

Fig. 6. The specifications of preference posets in the reduction. We include in the figure some generic preferences for si and ti, to illustrate the relationship
of some outcomes to the corresponding DEAL outcome.

and is better than 〈b | b, ¯̃xi〉 = DEALGsi . Thus H cannot contain
(si, x̃i).

Claim 5: H does not contain any arc (si, ti) or (ti, si). There
is no outcome of si that has an arc (si, ti) and is better than
〈b | b, x̃i〉 = DEALGsi , where x̃i is the true literal of xi. So H
cannot contain (si, ti). Also, there is no outcome of ti that
has arc (ti, si), does not have arc (si, ti), and is better than
〈b | b〉 = DEALGti . So H cannot contain (ti, si).

(⇐) Assume now that D has a spanning subgraph G that
satisfies properties (c.1)-(c.3). From G we will construct a
satisfying assignment for α.

Since DEALGb � DEALDb , G must contain incoming arcs of
b from all other vertices. For each v 6= b, any outcome of v
that is at least as good as DEALDv and contains arc (v, b) must
also contain arc (b, v). So G contains all outgoing arcs of b.

Next, we claim that, for each variable xi, G contains at most
one of arcs (si, xi) and (si, x̄i). Indeed, towards contradiction,
suppose that G contains both arcs (si, xi) and (si, x̄i). The
best possible outcome of si with both arcs (si, xi) and (si, x̄i)
is 〈b, ti |xi, x̄i〉, and using the preferences of si, we obtain
〈ti | ti〉 � 〈b, ti |xi, x̄i〉 � DEALGsi . Regarding ti, we have
already established that ti has arcs to and from b, and the best
such outcome for ti is 〈b, si | b〉. Thus, using the preferences of
ti we obtain 〈si | si〉 � 〈b, si | b〉 � DEALGti . So we could take
H to consist of si, ti, and arcs (si, ti) and (ti, si), and this H
would strictly dominate G, contradicting our assumption that
G satisfies condition (c.3).

Using the claim in the previous paragraph, we construct a
satisfying assignment for α as follows: For each variable xi, set
it to true if G contains (si, xi); otherwise set it to false. (Note
that G may not contain any arc (si, xi), (si, x̄i), in which case
we could set the value of xi arbitrarily.) This truth assignment
is well defined.

We now argue that this truth assignment satisfies α. Consider
any clause cj . Vertex cj must have at least one incoming arc
(x̃i, cj) in G, because otherwise we couldn’t have DEALGcj �
DEALDcj . Similarly, if G contains this arc (x̃i, cj) then it must
also contain arc (si, x̃i), because otherwise we couldn’t have
DEALGx̃i

� DEALDx̃i
. This implies that literal x̃i is true in our

truth assignment, so clause cj is true as well. As this holds
for each clause, we can conclude that α is satisfied.

VI. Σ2-COMPLETENESS

In the previous section, we showed that SwapAtomic is NP-
hard. In this section, we tighten the complexity classification of
SwapAtomic, and show that it is in fact ΣP

2 -complete. Recall
that ΣP

2 = NPNP is the class of problems at the 2nd level of
the polynomial hierarchy that consists of problems solvable
non-deterministically in polynomial time with an NP oracle.

Our proof is based on a reduction from a restricted variant
of the ∃∀DNF problem. An instance of ∃∀DNF is a boolean
expression α = ∃x∀yβ(x,y), where x = (x1, ..., xk) and
y = (y1, ..., yl) are vectors of boolean variables and β(x,y)
is a quantifier-free boolean expression in disjunctive normal
form, that is β(x,y) = τ1 ∨ τ2 ∨ ... ∨ τm, and each term τg
is a conjunction of literals involving different variables. The
goal is to determine whether α is true. ∃∀DNF is a canonical
ΣP

2 -complete problem [29], [26]. The restriction of ∃∀DNF that
we use in our proof, denoted ∃∀DNF1x, consists of instances
α = ∃x∀yβ(x,y) where each term of β includes exactly
one x-literal and one or more y-literals that involve different
variables.

Lemma 3. ∃∀DNF1x is ΣP
2 -complete.

The proof can be found in the supplemental material.
We remember that SwapAtomic is the decision problem of

deciding whether a swap system has an atomic protocol.

Theorem 5. SwapAtomic is ΣP
2 -complete.

The complete proof can be found in the supplemental
material. In the remainder of this section, we briefly present a
high-level description of our reduction and the accompanying
proof.

According to Theorem 3, a swap system S = (D,P) has
an atomic swap protocol if and only if D has a spanning
subgraph G with the following properties: (c.1) G is piece-
wise strongly connected and has no isolated vertices, (c.2) G
dominates D, and (c.3) no subgraph H of D strictly dominates
G. This characterization is of the form ∃G.¬∃H. π(G,H),
where π(G,H) is a polynomial-time decidable predicate, so
it immediately implies that SwapAtomic is in ΣP

2 . Thus it
remains to show that SwapAtomic is ΣP

2 -hard.
To prove ΣP

2 -hardness, we present a polynomial-time reduc-
tion from the above-defined decision problem ∃∀DNF1x. Let
the given instance of ∃∀DNF1x be α = ∃x∀yβ(x,y), where
x = (x1, ..., xk) and y = (y1, ..., yl) are vectors of boolean
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<latexit sha1_base64="q+rIxGsAFVbDMWzy/XbF+ZQJaAk=">AAAB6HicdVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUtBBoNgtcxmg9lUBmwsEzAPSJYwO5lNxsw+mJkVwpLSysZCEVu/wu+w8xu08Q+cJAoqeuDC4Zx7uedeL+ZMKoRejMzC4tLySnY1t7a+sbmV395pyigRhDZIxCPR9rCknIW0oZjitB0LigOP05Y3Op36rUsqJIvCczWOqRvgQch8RrDSUh338gVkomKpWLEhMi3bscslTYoOKtsVaJlohsLJ++vV/lP9rdbLP3f7EUkCGirCsZQdC8XKTbFQjHA6yXUTSWNMRnhAO5qGOKDSTWdBJ/BQK33oR0JXqOBM/T6R4kDKceDpzgCrofztTcW/vE6ifMdNWRgnioZkvshPOFQRnF4N+0xQovhYE0wE01khGWKBidK/yeknfF0K/yfNomkdm1bdKlQdMEcW7IEDcAQsUAZVcAZqoAEIoOAa3II748K4Me6Nh3lrxvic2QU/YDx+AIBxkdw=</latexit>

a
<latexit sha1_base64="JHR2OIiE1V8H/HjJJma4idSY+Yw=">AAAB6XicdVC7SgNBFJ31GeMrainIYBCtltndYDaVARvLRMwDkiXMTmaTIbMPZmaFEFLa2VgoYutP+B12foM2/oGTREFFD1w4nHMv99zrJ5xJhdCLMTe/sLi0nFnJrq6tb2zmtrbrMk4FoTUS81g0fSwpZxGtKaY4bSaC4tDntOEPTid+45IKyeLoQg0T6oW4F7GAEay0dI4PO7k8MpFdsEsORKbluE6xoIntoqJTgpaJpsifvL9e7T1V3yqd3HO7G5M0pJEiHEvZslCivBEWihFOx9l2KmmCyQD3aEvTCIdUeqNp0jE80EoXBrHQFSk4Vb9PjHAo5TD0dWeIVV/+9ibiX14rVYHrjViUpIpGZLYoSDlUMZycDbtMUKL4UBNMBNNZIeljgYnSz8nqJ3xdCv8nddu0jk2rauXLLpghA3bBPjgCFiiCMjgDFVADBATgGtyCO2Ng3Bj3xsOsdc74nNkBP2A8fgDg0pIN</latexit>

a0

<latexit sha1_base64="4uY6yz4oc+JTvd61ajs8OqW1n6M=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgMxFM1Uq7W+al26CRbB1ZCZFjt1VXDjslL7gHYomTTThmYeJBmhDv0EN10o4lK/yJ1L/8S0VVDRAxcO59zLPfd6MWdSIfRmZNbWsxubua389s7u3n7hoNiWUSIIbZGIR6LrYUk5C2lLMcVpNxYUBx6nHW9ysfA7N1RIFoXXahpTN8CjkPmMYKWl5u2ADQolZCK7YtfKEJlW2SlXK5rYDqqWa9Ay0RKlevH9fP6cbTYGhdf+MCJJQENFOJayZ6FYuSkWihFOZ/l+ImmMyQSPaE/TEAdUuuky6gyeaGUI/UjoChVcqt8nUhxIOQ083RlgNZa/vYX4l9dLlO+4KQvjRNGQrBb5CYcqgou74ZAJShSfaoKJYDorJGMsMFH6O3n9hK9L4f+kbZvWmWldWaW6A1bIgSNwDE6BBaqgDi5BA7QAASNwB+7Bg8GNufFoPK1aM8bnzCH4AePlA89rkRg=</latexit>

zi
<latexit sha1_base64="4Tucop1eRTUrlFBlILHIkkkfIRc=">AAAB8HicdVBNS8NAEN1Uq7V+1Xr0slgETyFJi009Fbx4rGg/pA1ls920SzebsLsRauif0IsHRcSbP8ebR/+J21ZBRR8MPN6bYd6MHzMqlWW9GZml5ezKam4tv76xubVd2Cm2ZJQITJo4YpHo+EgSRjlpKqoY6cSCoNBnpO2PT2Z++4oISSN+oSYx8UI05DSgGCktXfZ8JNLraZ/2CyXLtJyKUytDy7TLbrla0cRxrWq5Bm3TmqNUL74f3zxnzxv9wmtvEOEkJFxhhqTs2lasvBQJRTEj03wvkSRGeIyGpKspRyGRXjoPPIUHWhnAIBK6uIJz9ftEikIpJ6GvO0OkRvK3NxP/8rqJClwvpTxOFOF4sShIGFQRnF0PB1QQrNhEE4QF1VkhHiGBsNI/yusnfF0K/yctx7SPTPvMLtVdsEAO7IF9cAhsUAV1cAoaoAkwCMEtuAcPhjDujEfjadGaMT5ndsEPGC8fklaT3Q==</latexit>

z̄i
<latexit sha1_base64="RLGq9oaC+uYgwHNP2u36J6zbPMA=">AAAB8XicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo2r0ailzWAIWIVdEU0ZEMQygrlgsoTZyWwyZHZ2mYsYlryFjYUiFja+hY9g59s4uRSa+MPAx/+fw5xzwpQzpT3v21lZXVvf2Mxtuds7+d29wv5BQyVGElonCU9kK8SKciZoXTPNaSuVFMchp81weDnJm/dUKpaIWz1KaRDjvmARI1hb6y7rhFiih3GXdQtFr+xNhZbBn0Oxmv80pSv3vdYtfHV6CTExFZpwrFTb91IdZFhqRjgdux2jaIrJEPdp26LAMVVBNp14jErW6aEokfYJjabu744Mx0qN4tBWxlgP1GI2Mf/L2kZHlSBjIjWaCjL7KDIc6QRN1kc9JinRfGQBE8nsrIgMsMRE2yO59gj+4srL0Dgt++flsxu/WK3ATDk4gmM4AR8uoArXUIM6EBDwCM/w4ijnyXl13malK8685xD+yPn4AQGIk2I=</latexit>

x̄i

<latexit sha1_base64="W+WwYHbKuQ4w5UNc7gWBU7hM9iI=">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</latexit>

to ⌧g’s that contain xi

<latexit sha1_base64="8NE/2vOhr0a/Ynd3I91sCuu43cQ=">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</latexit>

to ⌧g’s that contain x̄i

<latexit sha1_base64="wteq9uI/OBEtDRWPXzPV1yQaPQ0=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIItBsAq7IprOgI1lAuYCyRJmJ2eTMbOzy8ysEJaUVjYWitj6FKl8CDufwZdwcik0+sPAx/+fw5xz/JgzpR3n08osLa+srmXXcxubW9s7+d29uooSSbFGIx7Jpk8Uciawppnm2IwlktDn2PAHV5O8cYdSsUjc6GGMXkh6ggWMEm2sqt/JF5yiM5X9F9w5FC7fx9Wv+8NxpZP/aHcjmoQoNOVEqZbrxNpLidSMchzl2onCmNAB6WHLoCAhKi+dDjqyj43TtYNImie0PXV/dqQkVGoY+qYyJLqvFrOJ+V/WSnRQ8lIm4kSjoLOPgoTbOrInW9tdJpFqPjRAqGRmVpv2iSRUm9vkzBHcxZX/Qv206J4Xz6puoVyCmbJwAEdwAi5cQBmuoQI1oIDwAE/wbN1aj9aL9TorzVjznn34JevtG4xlkS4=</latexit>

b

<latexit sha1_base64="GbsOITiX9skRMM2hkzMRWxWQxZs=">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</latexit>

to and from all
nodes except a and a0

Fig. 7. The construction of digraph D in the proof of ΣP
2 -hardness. This figure shows vertices a, a′, b, and an ∃-gadget for variable xi. The arcs to and from

b are shown as bi-directional arrows at b.

<latexit sha1_base64="wteq9uI/OBEtDRWPXzPV1yQaPQ0=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIItBsAq7IprOgI1lAuYCyRJmJ2eTMbOzy8ysEJaUVjYWitj6FKl8CDufwZdwcik0+sPAx/+fw5xz/JgzpR3n08osLa+srmXXcxubW9s7+d29uooSSbFGIx7Jpk8Uciawppnm2IwlktDn2PAHV5O8cYdSsUjc6GGMXkh6ggWMEm2sqt/JF5yiM5X9F9w5FC7fx9Wv+8NxpZP/aHcjmoQoNOVEqZbrxNpLidSMchzl2onCmNAB6WHLoCAhKi+dDjqyj43TtYNImie0PXV/dqQkVGoY+qYyJLqvFrOJ+V/WSnRQ8lIm4kSjoLOPgoTbOrInW9tdJpFqPjRAqGRmVpv2iSRUm9vkzBHcxZX/Qv206J4Xz6puoVyCmbJwAEdwAi5cQBmuoQI1oIDwAE/wbN1aj9aL9TorzVjznn34JevtG4xlkS4=</latexit>

b

<latexit sha1_base64="Gm05VTJwpWdkBgf3ADqFt0h4qkA=">AAAB6nicdVC7SgNBFJ2Nj8TER9TSwsEgWC37CGbTBW0sI5oHJEuYncwmY2YfzMwKy5I/0MZCEVu/yM7fsLZwkiio6IELh3Pu5Z57vZhRIQ3jVcstLa+s5gtrxdL6xuZWeXunLaKEY9LCEYt410OCMBqSlqSSkW7MCQo8Rjre5HTmd64JFzQKL2UaEzdAo5D6FCOppIt0cDUoVwzdsKpW3YaGbtqOXasqYjlGza5DUzfmqDT2307ypZv35qD80h9GOAlIKDFDQvRMI5ZuhrikmJFpsZ8IEiM8QSPSUzREARFuNo86hYdKGUI/4qpCCefq94kMBUKkgac6AyTH4rc3E//yeon0HTejYZxIEuLFIj9hUEZwdjccUk6wZKkiCHOqskI8Rhxhqb5TVE/4uhT+T9qWbh7r1XOz0nDAAgWwBw7AETBBDTTAGWiCFsBgBG7BPXjQmHanPWpPi9ac9jmzC35Ae/4AEtaRTg==</latexit>

yj

<latexit sha1_base64="fUbSYdymmiPtjZVRU7stznUdRuM=">AAAB8XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UR2vro+rShYNFcBWSpth0V3TjsoJ9YBvKZDptx04mYWYihNA/cOnGhSJu/Rt3/oZrF05bBRU9cOFwzr3cc68fMSqVZb0amaXlldVsbi1fWN/Y3Cpu77RkGAtMmjhkoej4SBJGOWkqqhjpRIKgwGek7U9OZ377mghJQ36hkoh4ARpxOqQYKS1dpj0fCZhM+1f9YskyrXKlXHOgZdqO61QrmpRdq+rUoG1ac5Tq+28n2cLNe6NffOkNQhwHhCvMkJRd24qUlyKhKGZkmu/FkkQIT9CIdDXlKCDSS+eJp/BQKwM4DIUuruBc/T6RokDKJPB1Z4DUWP72ZuJfXjdWQ9dLKY9iRTheLBrGDKoQzs6HAyoIVizRBGFBdVaIx0ggrPST8voJX5fC/0mrbNrHZuXcLtVdsEAO7IEDcARsUAV1cAYaoAkw4OAW3IMHQxp3xqPxtGjNGJ8zu+AHjOcPLhuUPQ==</latexit>

ȳj

<latexit sha1_base64="7/3vhp0mu5nEMsWnlq2ORCRfasU=">AAAB6nicdVDLSsNAFJ34am19VF26cLAIrkLSFJvuim5cVrQPaEOZTCft2MkkzkyEEvoHunGhiFu/yJ2/4dqF01ZBRQ9cOJxzL/fc68eMSmVZr8bC4tLySia7msuvrW9sFra2mzJKBCYNHLFItH0kCaOcNBRVjLRjQVDoM9LyRydTv3VNhKQRv1DjmHghGnAaUIyUls6vepe9QtEyrVK5VHWgZdqO61TKmpRcq+JUoW1aMxRre2/HmfzNe71XeOn2I5yEhCvMkJQd24qVlyKhKGZkkusmksQIj9CAdDTlKCTSS2dRJ/BAK30YREIXV3Cmfp9IUSjlOPR1Z4jUUP72puJfXidRgeullMeJIhzPFwUJgyqC07thnwqCFRtrgrCgOivEQyQQVvo7Of2Er0vh/6RZMu0js3xmF2sumCMLdsE+OAQ2qIAaOAV10AAYDMAtuAcPBjPujEfjad66YHzO7IAfMJ4/AAamkUY=</latexit>

qj
<latexit sha1_base64="XqLyTWfRmy1H2ZvVRxQWzu3nnAQ=">AAAB7nicdVC7SgNBFJ31lZj4iFpaOBgEG5fZ3WCSLmhjGcE8IFnC7GQ2GTP7cGZWCEv+wMbGQhFbv8fO37C2cJIoqOiBC4dz7uWee72YM6kQejUWFpeWVzLZ1Vx+bX1js7C13ZRRIghtkIhHou1hSTkLaUMxxWk7FhQHHqctb3Q69VvXVEgWhRdqHFM3wIOQ+YxgpaXWVS+9PLImvUIRmcgu2VUHItNyKk65pIldQWWnCi0TzVCs7b2dZPI37/Ve4aXbj0gS0FARjqXsWChWboqFYoTTSa6bSBpjMsID2tE0xAGVbjqLO4EHWulDPxK6QgVn6veJFAdSjgNPdwZYDeVvbyr+5XUS5VfclIVxomhI5ov8hEMVwentsM8EJYqPNcFEMJ0VkiEWmCj9oZx+wtel8H/StE3r2CydW8VaBcyRBbtgHxwCC5RBDZyBOmgAAkbgFtyDByM27oxH42neumB8zuyAHzCePwCnvZLE</latexit>

qj�1

<latexit sha1_base64="x0zyuUV2hMUzZS+QakPCu3pe6SY=">AAAB7XicdVC7SgNBFJ31lZj4iFpaOBgEq2UfwWy6oI1lBPOAZAmzk9lkzOzOMjMrhCV/YGFjoYit/2Pnb1hbOEkUVPTAhcM593LPvUHCqFSW9WosLa+sruXy64XixubWdmlntyV5KjBpYs646ARIEkZj0lRUMdJJBEFRwEg7GJ/N/PY1EZLy+FJNEuJHaBjTkGKktNTqKZT2h/1S2TItp+LUXGiZtuu51YomjmdV3Rq0TWuOcv3g7TRXvHlv9EsvvQHHaURihRmSsmtbifIzJBTFjEwLvVSSBOExGpKupjGKiPSzedopPNLKAIZc6IoVnKvfJzIUSTmJAt0ZITWSv72Z+JfXTVXo+RmNk1SRGC8WhSmDisPZ6XBABcGKTTRBWFCdFeIREggr/aCCfsLXpfB/0nJM+8SsXNjlugcWyIN9cAiOgQ2qoA7OQQM0AQZX4BbcgweDG3fGo/G0aF0yPmf2wA8Yzx9KEZKW</latexit>⌧g
<latexit sha1_base64="R5Pgu/zYUlrTHBV9c38R6qBHUQM=">AAAB6nicdVC7SgNBFJ31lZj4iFpaOBgEq2UfwWy6oI1lRPOAZAmzk9nNkNnZZWZWCCF/oI2FIrZ+kZ2/YW3hJFFQ0QMXDufcyz33BimjUlnWq7G0vLK6lsuvF4obm1vbpZ3dlkwygUkTJywRnQBJwignTUUVI51UEBQHjLSD0dnMb18TIWnCr9Q4JX6MIk5DipHS0mXaj/qlsmVaTsWpudAybddzqxVNHM+qujVom9Yc5frB22muePPe6JdeeoMEZzHhCjMkZde2UuVPkFAUMzIt9DJJUoRHKCJdTTmKifQn86hTeKSVAQwToYsrOFe/T0xQLOU4DnRnjNRQ/vZm4l9eN1Oh508oTzNFOF4sCjMGVQJnd8MBFQQrNtYEYUF1VoiHSCCs9HcK+glfl8L/Scsx7ROzcmGX6x5YIA/2wSE4Bjaogjo4Bw3QBBhE4BbcgweDGXfGo/G0aF0yPmf2wA8Yzx8AlJFC</latexit>

pg
<latexit sha1_base64="5Z2qOCdSr23th/lfCu6M1yP7Kww=">AAAB7nicdVC7SgNBFJ31lZj4iFpaOBgEG5d9BLPpgjaWEcwDkiXMTmaTIbO7w8ysEJb8gY2NhSK2fo+dv2Ft4SRRUNEDFw7n3Ms99wacUaks69VYWl5ZXcvl1wvFjc2t7dLObksmqcCkiROWiE6AJGE0Jk1FFSMdLgiKAkbawfh85reviZA0ia/UhBM/QsOYhhQjpaU272fDE3vaL5Ut03IqTs2Flmm7nlutaOJ4VtWtQdu05ijXD97OcsWb90a/9NIbJDiNSKwwQ1J2bYsrP0NCUczItNBLJeEIj9GQdDWNUUSkn83jTuGRVgYwTISuWMG5+n0iQ5GUkyjQnRFSI/nbm4l/ed1UhZ6f0ZinisR4sShMGVQJnN0OB1QQrNhEE4QF1VkhHiGBsNIfKugnfF0K/yctx7RPzcqlXa57YIE82AeH4BjYoArq4AI0QBNgMAa34B48GNy4Mx6Np0XrkvE5swd+wHj+AKGeksA=</latexit>

pg�1.  .  . .  .  .

.  .  . .  .  .<latexit sha1_base64="lOySS1Tl2w2OcHTzy1DMY8TtHJ4=">AAAB6nicdVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUQsLm8EQsFpmd4PZdAEby4jmAUkIs5PZZMjsw5lZISzpbG0sFLH1W/wAO/0Av8APcJIoqOiBC4dz7uWee72YM6kQejEyC4tLyyvZ1dza+sbmVn57pyGjRBBaJxGPRMvDknIW0rpiitNWLCgOPE6b3uh46jcvqZAsCs/VOKbdAA9C5jOClZbOLnqoly8gE9klu+JAZFqO65RLmtguKjsVaJlohkJ1r3j1/vT2Wuvlnzv9iCQBDRXhWMq2hWLVTbFQjHA6yXUSSWNMRnhA25qGOKCym86iTmBRK33oR0JXqOBM/T6R4kDKceDpzgCrofztTcW/vHaifLebsjBOFA3JfJGfcKgiOL0b9pmgRPGxJpgIprNCMsQCE6W/k9NP+LoU/k8atmkdmaVTq1B1wRxZsA8OwCGwQBlUwQmogTogYACuwS24M7hxY9wbD/PWjPE5swt+wHj8AGvMklk=</latexit>

q0

<latexit sha1_base64="RowmHRmaWhIhWnMGuIHRHGCxJzQ=">AAAB6nicdVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUQsLm8EQsFr2EcymC9hYRjQPiEuYncwmQ2Znl5lZISzpbG0sFLH1W/wAO/0Av8APcJIoqOiBC4dz7uWee4OEUaks68XILSwuLa/kVwtr6xubW8XtnZaMU4FJE8csFp0AScIoJ01FFSOdRBAUBYy0g9Hx1G9fEiFpzM/VOCF+hAachhQjpaWzpBf1iiXLtJyKU3OhZdqu51YrmjieVXVr0DatGUr1vfLV+9Pba6NXfL7oxziNCFeYISm7tpUoP0NCUczIpHCRSpIgPEID0tWUo4hIP5tFncCyVvowjIUuruBM/T6RoUjKcRTozgipofztTcW/vG6qQs/PKE9SRTieLwpTBlUMp3fDPhUEKzbWBGFBdVaIh0ggrPR3CvoJX5fC/0nLMe0js3Jql+oemCMP9sEBOAQ2qII6OAEN0AQYDMA1uAV3BjNujHvjYd6aMz5ndsEPGI8fxrqSlQ==</latexit>

pm
<latexit sha1_base64="o/uZ3XBP6boVrYZCkhD6XCNxLjA=">AAAB6nicdVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUQsLm8EQsFpmd4PZdAEby4jmAXEJs5PZZMjsg5lZISzpbG0sFLH1W/wAO/0Av8APcJIoqOiBC4dz7uWee/2EM6kQejFyC4tLyyv51cLa+sbmVnF7pyXjVBDaJDGPRcfHknIW0aZiitNOIigOfU7b/uh46rcvqZAsjs7VOKFeiAcRCxjBSktnSQ/1iiVkIrti1xyITMtxnWpFE9tFVacGLRPNUKrvla/en95eG73i80U/JmlII0U4lrJroUR5GRaKEU4nhYtU0gSTER7QrqYRDqn0slnUCSxrpQ+DWOiKFJyp3ycyHEo5Dn3dGWI1lL+9qfiX101V4HoZi5JU0YjMFwUphyqG07thnwlKFB9rgolgOiskQywwUfo7Bf2Er0vh/6Rlm9aRWTm1SnUXzJEH++AAHAILVEEdnIAGaAICBuAa3II7gxs3xr3xMG/NGZ8zu+AHjMcPakaSWA==</latexit>

p0

<latexit sha1_base64="p3gi7n3qjENhZ8FNC9Wp602hXvE=">AAAB6nicdVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUQsLm8EQsFpmd4PZdAEby4jmAUkIs5PZZMjsw5lZISzpbG0sFLH1W/wAO/0Av8APcJIoqOiBC4dz7uWee72YM6kQejEyC4tLyyvZ1dza+sbmVn57pyGjRBBaJxGPRMvDknIW0rpiitNWLCgOPE6b3uh46jcvqZAsCs/VOKbdAA9C5jOClZbOLnq8ly8gE9klu+JAZFqO65RLmtguKjsVaJlohkJ1r3j1/vT2Wuvlnzv9iCQBDRXhWMq2hWLVTbFQjHA6yXUSSWNMRnhA25qGOKCym86iTmBRK33oR0JXqOBM/T6R4kDKceDpzgCrofztTcW/vHaifLebsjBOFA3JfJGfcKgiOL0b9pmgRPGxJpgIprNCMsQCE6W/k9NP+LoU/k8atmkdmaVTq1B1wRxZsA8OwCGwQBlUwQmogTogYACuwS24M7hxY9wbD/PWjPE5swt+wHj8AMa8kpU=</latexit>

ql

<latexit sha1_base64="RDooi039C9/xCVezAzW+dSn28JU=">AAACGXicdZDPahRBEMZ7YtRk/bfRo5cmS8CLQ8/u4m5OCXjxGMFNArvL0tNTkzTpP0N3jWQzzGsE1Ffx4kERj/GUx8gbpGc3ARXzQcPHr6qori8tlPTI2GW0cm/1/oOHa+utR4+fPH3W3ni+723pBIyEVdYdptyDkgZGKFHBYeGA61TBQXrytqkffATnpTUfcF7AVPMjI3MpOAY0a7MJwik6XeXOalpN0rw6revXxmbgKTfZEp3doro1a3dYzLr97naPsjjpDXuDfjDdIRv0tmkSs4U6O1efGn3em7UvJpkVpQaDQnHvxwkrcFpxh1IoqFuT0kPBxQk/gnGwhmvw02pxWU23Aslobl14BumC/jlRce39XKehU3M89v/WGvi/2rjEfDitpClKBCOWi/JSUbS0iYlm0oFANQ+GCyfDX6k45o4LDGE2IdxeSu82+904eRMn75PObp8stUZekk3yiiRkQHbJO7JHRkSQc/KVfCc/oi/Rt+hn9GvZuhLdzLwgfyn6fQ3NqKaB</latexit>

from x-nodes and z-nodes

<latexit sha1_base64="EoOANfQTKtizyUOMMhULwPUY0Ww=">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</latexit>

from y-nodes

<latexit sha1_base64="m4/ez8rgsjsNnW6T7Mlb1vi1ay0=">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</latexit>

to and from
all nodes
except a and a0

Fig. 8. The construction of digraph D in the proof of ΣP
2 -hardness. This figures shows the ∀-gadget, namely the part of D that contains the vertices that

simulate setting the values of the yj -variables and the terms τg . The arcs to and from b are shown as bi-directional arrows at b.

variables and β(x,y) = τ1 ∨ τ2 ∨ ... ∨ τm, where each τg is a
conjunction of one x-literal and one or more y-literals. Our
reduction converts α into a swap system S = (D,P) such
that α is true if and only if D has a spanning subgraph G that
satisfies conditions (c.1)-(c.3) from Theorem 3.

The following informal interpretation of ∃∀DNF1x will
be helpful in understanding our reduction. Say that a truth
assignment to some variables “kills” a term τg if it sets one
of its literals to false. A truth assignment φ to the x-variables
will kill some terms, while others will survive. Thus α will
be true for assignment φ iff there is no assignment ψ for the
y-variables that kills all terms that survived φ. In our reduction,
the existence of this assignment φ will be represented by the
existence of subgraph G. The non-existence of ψ that kills all
terms that survived φ will be represented by the non-existence
of a subgraph H that strictly dominates G.

Throughout this section, the negation of a boolean variable
xi will be denoted x̄i. We will also use notation x̃i for an
unspecified literal of xi, that is x̃i ∈ {xi, x̄i}. The same
conventions apply to the variables yj .

We now give an overview of our reduction. The digraph D
consists of several “gadgets”. There will be ∃-gadgets, which
correspond to the variables xi and will be used to set their
values, through the choice of subgraphs that G includes. Then
there is the ∀-gadget, that contains “sub-gadgets” representing
the literals ỹj and the terms τg. These gadgets will allow for
the values of the variables yj to admit all possible assignments.
If any setting of these values kills all terms not yet killed by
the variables xi, this gadget will contain a subgraph H that
strictly dominates G. Figure 7 shows a single ∃-gadget and

Figure 8 shows the ∀-gadget. As we explain the high-level
intuition, we gradually visit vertices and explain their purpose.

The argument is based on several ideas. One, we design the
preference posets of x̃i’s so that G is forced to choose between
two possible subsets of arcs within the ∃-gadget. The choice
between these two subsets of arcs corresponds to choosing a
truth assignment for variable xi. We focus on the literals x̃i that
are set to false, since these kill the terms where they appear. If
x̃i is set to false, its arcs to the terms τg’s in which the literal
appears will be included in G (the first subset), otherwise its
arc to z̃i will be included in G (the second subset).

Another idea is that vertices outside of the ∀-gadget have
their preference posets defined in such a way that their arcs in G
define an outcome that is already the best for them. Therefore,
if a subgraph H that strictly dominates G does indeed exist,
we know it must appear in the ∀-gadget. This leads into the
key idea of the ∀-gadget. The vertices in this gadget can have
outcomes that are better than their outcomes in G. All the arcs
in these better outcomes together form the cycle

C = q0 → ỹ1 → ...→ ỹl → ql →
p0 → τ1 → ...τm → pm →
q0

(1)

for some choice of the literals ỹ1, ..., ỹl. We design the
preference posets of each τg so that its outcome in G can
only be improved (specifically, towards C) only if it receives
an arc from one of its literals — in other words, if it is killed
by that literal. This way, G will have a strictly dominating
subgraph H (namely cycle C) only if all terms are killed, i.e.
when α is false.



Next, we provide brief insight to the important vertices
and how they help capture the ideas above. Firstly, we want
to simulate a truth assignment for variable xi, which we
represent by having G choose between two subsets of arcs
in the corresponding ∃-gadget for xi. Intuitively, one subset
corresponds to assigning xi to true while the other subset
corresponds to assigning xi to false. These two subsets of
arcs are established by how we define the preference posets
of xi and x̄i. In order to force G to make a choice (instead of
taking all the arcs), we introduce the auxiliary vertex a, which
has arcs to every literal x̃i. The graph D has two strongly
connected components: (1) a and a′, and (2) all the other
vertices. We claim graph G cannot include any arcs from
a to the literal vertices. Otherwise, since there is no edge
from the second component to the first, dropping those arcs
always results in a better outcome for the first component.
However, that contradicts condition (c.3). Then, for G to satisfy
condition (c.2), G is forced to make a choice between the two
subsets of arcs. Specifically, G must choose to include all arcs
from xi to its terms (corresponds to setting xi to be false) or
all arcs from x̄i to its terms (corresponds to setting xi to be
true).

Next, we want to simulate a term τg being killed. We achieve
this by designing the preference poset of each τg so that if it
receives its arc from its x-literal, it would prefer its outcome
in the cycle C over its outcome in G. A term τg can also be
killed by one of its y-literals, which we describe later.

Now, we want to simulate checking whether there is a truth
assignment for the y-variables that make ∀yβ(φ,y) false,
where φ is a truth assignment over the x variables. In other
words, G’s assignment of the x variables have killed some
terms and now we want to see if H can give an assignment
of the y variables that kill the surviving terms.

First, we need to simulate a truth assignment for each variable
yj . This is simple: we flank yj and ȳj by vertices qj−1 and qj
as seen in Figure 8. We define the preference posets of qj−1

and qj in a way that only one of yj or ȳj can be included
in the cycle C, thus forcing H to choose between them. If H
selects a vertex ỹj , then ỹj will send an arc to every term it
appears in. This corresponds to assigning ỹj to false.

We additionally define τg’s poset so that if it receives an arc
from any of its y-literals, it wants to join C. At this point, we
have represented τg being killed if it receives either its x-literal
arc or any of its y-literal arcs. (The z̃i vertices are actually
used for this purpose. They help distinguish between when a
term is killed by their x-literal and when a term survived in
which it needs to be killed by a y-literal.)

The ∀-gadget is designed in the following manner: the
preference posets of the qj , ỹj , and pg vertices are such that if
every τg prefers C, so will they; otherwise, if any τg does not
prefer C, then none of the vertices can cooperatively deviate
to improve their outcomes. In other words, each τg acts as a
bottleneck for the cycle C, thus we focus only on the τg’s.

We give an analogy to better understand the remainder of
the reduction. Each τg is given a vote to whether or not they
want to participate in cycle C. In order for C to pass, it must

receive a unanimous vote from every τg . Vertex τg only casts
its vote to join C if it receives an arc from either its x-literal
arc or any of its y-literal arcs (corresponds to being killed).
Then, G’s selection in each ∃-gadget (truth assignment over x
variables) caused some τg’s to vote for C. Now,H is tasked with
selecting vertices ỹ1, ..., ỹl (truth assignment over y variables)
so that the remaining τg’s also vote for C. At the end of this,
if the τg’s unanimously voted for C, then there is an H that
strictly dominates G, namely the subgraph induced by C. (This
corresponds to giving an assignment y 7→ ψ such that β(φ,ψ)
is false.) Otherwise, if H cannot give such a selection over
ỹ1, ..., ỹl, then there is no H that strictly dominates G. (This
corresponds to ∀yβ(φ,y) being true, i.e. α is true.)

The remaining vertices are primarily used for convenience
and to influence the behavior/preference posets of their neigh-
bors. In other words, they make the topology of G and H
predictable, holding them to a particular form. For example,
vertex b is used to guarantee condition (c.1), the piece-wise
strong connectivity condition. Also, it is used where vertices
would otherwise have no incoming or outgoing arcs.

To conclude the section, we provide some brief insight to
both directions of the proof. In the (⇒) implication, we show
that if α is true, then the swap graph D has a subgraph G
that satisfies the properties of Theorem 3. We begin by fixing
some truth assignment x 7→ φ that makes α true. We convert
φ into a graph G that satisfies the properties of Theorem 3
using the ideas described above. Conditions (c.1) and (c.2) can
be verified by routine inspection, leaving condition (c.3) that
G does not have a strictly dominating subgraph H. The idea is,
towards contradiction, if such an H existed, we could convert
it into an assignment ψ of the y variables so that β(φ,ψ) is
false. This contradicts the fact that α is true.

In the (⇐) implication, we show that if D has a subgraph
G that satisfies the properties of theorem 3, then α is true.
We begin by showing that the topology of G must have a
certain form; specifically, it is representative of the graph G we
constructed in the proof of the (⇒) implication. This allows us
to reconstruct an assignment of the x variables. We then show,
again by contradiction, that ∀yβ(φ,y) must be true. If it were
not, we can take a falsifying assignment y 7→ ψ and convert
it into a subgraph H that strictly dominates G. However, this
contradicts condition (c.3) of G.

VII. RELATED WORKS

The fair exchange problem [23], [16], [7], [4], [5] was of
interest even before the blockchain technology. It arises when
two parties want to exchange their assets, and the outcome
must be either that the two parties end up trading their assets,
or that they both keep their assets. However, in contrast to the
swap problem, some trust in a third party is often assumed. The
optimistic fair exchange protocol [23] relies on invisible trusted
parties: parties that work as a background service and intervene
only in case of a misbehaviour. Similarly, the secure group
barter protocol [16] studies multi-party barter with semi-trusted
agents.



To the best of our knowledge, it was back in 2013 when the
notion of cross-chain swaps first emerged in an online forum
[35]. Atomic cross-chain swap is since an active problem for
the blockchain community [8], [35], [9], [10]. The two wiki
pages [8] and [35] and later platforms such as deCRED [13]
proposed protocols for bilateral swaps. However, these projects
offer only two-party transactions. Later, protocols for cross-
chain swaps and transactions [19], [20], [18], [34] emerged
that can work for an arbitrary number of parties; however, they
assumed the predefined preference relation that we saw earlier
for all the parties.

These protocols motivated a host of follow-up research. The
time and space complexity [21] and privacy guarantees [14]
of the protocol were improved. The former [21] uses a model
where each asset is assigned two numerical values, one by its
current owner and one by the intended recipient. These values
can then be used to determine preferences for each party, and
can be extended to sets of parties by considering the difference
between the total values of incoming and outgoing assets. To
assure that their swap graphs have atomic protocols, restrictions
(similar in spirit to our Theorem 3) are placed on allowed swap
graphs. As we discussed in the introduction, such value-based
preferences cannot express dependencies between assets. So
the model in [21] would not capture some natural scenarios, for
example trades involving assets from an investment portfolio
with fixed proportions between different asset classes. Their
way of extending individual preferences to coalitions (sets of
parties) is different from our model, and it involves a tacit
assumption that the coalition members agree on these values.
Nevertheless, the approach in [21] is natural and worth studing,
and in particular it would be of interest to investigate the time
complexity to determine whether a swap graph has an atomic
protocol in that model. We suspect that this problem may be
computationally easier than for our swap systems.

Further, extensions to support off-chain steps [30] and reduce
the asset lock-up time [37] appeared. Others presented hardness
and impossibility results [39], [12] formal verification [25],
and protocols with all-or-nothing guarantees [38] and success
guarantees under synchrony assumptions [36]. Others proposed
moving assets [32] and smart contracts [17] across blockchains,
and executing code that spans multiple blockchains [28], and
presented implementations for industrial blockchains [3], [2],
[11], [33].

Payment channel networks process multi-hop payments in
the same blockchain through a sequence of channels using
Hash Timelock Contracts [27], [1] or adaptor signatures [22].
Recent protocols such as AMCU [15], Sprites [24] and Thora
[6] support more general topologies for transactions.

In contrast to previous work, this paper presented a gen-
eralized model of swaps where each party can specify a
personalized preference on their set of incoming and outgoing
assets in a finer manner, e.g. dependencies between subsets of
acquired and traded assets.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We presented a general swap model that allows each party
to specify their preference on their possible outcomes. We
saw that Herlihy’s pioneering protocol is a uniform and Nash
strategy in this model; however, it is not a strong Nash strategy.
We presented a characterization of the class of swap graphs
that have uniform and Strong Nash protocols. Interestingly,
Herlihy’s protocol is such a strategy when executed on a
particular subgraph of the swap graphs in this class. We
further presented reductions that shows the NP-harness and
ΣP

2 -completeness of the decision problem for this class.
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